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Abstract

Demonstrating the reliability of flight control algorithms is critical to integrating

unmanned aircraft systems into the civilian airspace. For many potential applications,

design and certification of these algorithms will rely heavily on mathematical models

of the aircraft dynamics. Therefore, the aerospace community must develop flight test

platforms to support the advancement of model-based techniques. The University of

Minnesota has developed a test platform dedicated to model-based flight research for

unmanned aircraft systems. This thesis provides an overview of the test platform

and its research activities in the areas of system identification, model validation, and

closed-loop control for small unmanned aircraft.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The ascent of unmanned aircraft systems (UASs) has enabled the possibility for novel

and exciting applications across many industries. For the first time in 2015, these

aircraft will be allowed to fly in the civilian airspace [1]. Accordingly, regulatory agen-

cies have begun to award type certificates for non-military UASs [2]. Demonstrating

the reliability and integrity of flight control algorithms is a critical step to obtain such

a certificate. This process has traditionally been very long and expensive for the air-

craft designer, often relying on extensive ground and flight test campaigns. In many

potential UAS applications, the design and certification of flight control algorithms

will rely heavily on mathematical models of the aircraft dynamics. A model-based

approach is necessary in order to reduce the development cost, which is key to the

UAS value proposition.

Modern aircraft like the F-35 have already taken advantage of model-based design,

leading the F-35 to become the most complex and sophisticated aircraft ever built.

At the same time, test pilots on the program attribute many of the costly delays and

budget overruns on models that failed to recognize design problems as expected [3].

One of the major lessons learned from the F-35 program is that better handling

of models and their accuracy is required to efficiently rely on model-based design.

In response to this, the aerospace community must develop more effective tools for

modeling and validation.

Test platforms dedicated to model-based flight research are critical to the continued

development and integration of UASs in the civilian airspace. They serve as a nec-
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essary proving ground for novel solutions to all aspects of the technology, including

flight control. In addition, they are ideally suited to study the underlying models that

support model-based design and certification. Using on these platforms, more effec-

tive analysis and validation techniques can be developed to address the shortcomings

of existing approaches. The University of Minnesota (UMN) has developed a UAS

test platform dedicated to model-based flight research [4]. One of the test aircraft is

shown in Figure 1.1. Flight tests are routinely carried out for research experiments in

the areas of guidance, navigation, control, and fault detection. A vital component in

this activity is having access to accurate models of the aircraft dynamics. Therefore,

a complementary research direction is centered on identifying and validating models

for small unmanned aircraft.

Figure 1.1: University of Minnesota UAS test vehicle.

This thesis describes the development of a UAS test platform dedicated to model-

based flight research. It is largely based on three major publications in the areas of

flight test platform development [5], system identification [6], and model validation [7].

A major emphasis is placed on modeling and validation approaches for small aircraft.

The primary contribution of this work is twofold. First, new and better techniques are

proposed where the current approach is not effective or poorly suited for model-based

design. An example of this is the model validation framework described in Chapter 4.

Therein, a new framework is proposed that brings more analytic rigor to the model
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validation process. Second, engineering insight is provided on the development process

and challenges that pertain to small UASs and flight control. The application of

system identification techniques and flight test design in Chapter 3 belong to this

category. In this work, the impact of size, weight, and cost restrictions on the ability to

determine accurate models of the aircraft dynamics is examined. Both contributions

are useful to the aerospace community because they fill engineering knowledge gaps

uncovered by the ascent of UASs.

The chapters in this thesis follow the engineering tasks associated with developing

flight control algorithms for UASs. Chapter 2 introduces the UMN UAS test platform.

A brief overview is provided on the flight test vehicles, the integrated hardware and

software suite, and the simulation environment. Chapter 3 tailors existing system

identification techniques for application to small, low-cost unmanned aircraft. The

approach is focused on engineering insight to support the identification of accurate

models using limited sensing. Chapter 4 proposes a new model validation framework

based on the gap metric. The proposed approach is an analytically rigorous way to

validate models of aircraft dynamics using flight data. Finally, Chapter 5 describes

the design of a baseline controller and its validation through flight testing.
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Chapter 2

UAS Test Platform

The University of Minnesota has developed a UAS test platform dedicated to model-

based flight research. The test platform has advanced capabilities to support re-

search in the areas of guidance, navigation, control, and fault detection. This chapter

describes key components of the infrastructure in order to provide context on the

functions of the platform. These include a flight test system, a high-fidelity nonlin-

ear simulation, software- and hardware-in-the-loop simulations, and a real-time flight

software suite. The test platform relies on a seamless integration of its components

to carry out model-based flight research. Figure 2.1 shows one of the primary test

vehicles on the left, and the research laboratory at the Twin Cities campus on the

right.

(a) Flight test vehicle on approach (b) Research laboratory

Figure 2.1: University of Minnesota UAS test platform.
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The UMN UAS test platform is managed by an academic research group founded

under a set of guiding principles. These principles include supporting open-source

development, providing freely available flight data, and enabling resource and in-

formation sharing. Consequently, all development is publicly available online [4]:

www.uav.aem.umn.edu. The website includes wiki-style documentation, the full sub-

version repository (SVN) for access to the simulation environments and the real-time

flight software suite, and a database of flight test data.

2.1 Flight Test System

The flight test system is the flagship component of the UMN UAS test platform. It

is comprised of three integrated sub-components: vehicles, avionics and sensors, and

flight operations. A fleet of test vehicles supports research experiments with respect

to a variety of airframe size and payload requirements. An avionics and sensor array

supports fundamental flight and communication needs, as well as specific research

experiments. Finally, a set of flight operations ensures the safety of the entire system.

2.1.1 Vehicles

The current fleet includes three versions of conventional fixed-wing aircraft that be-

long to the Ultra Stick family. The Ultra Stick family is a commercially available

group of radio-controlled aircraft. Each airframe is modified to fit and carry the nec-

essary avionics and sensors. The Ultra Stick 120 is the largest and heaviest airframe,

with a 1.92 m wing span and 7.4 kg mass. It is capable of carrying the most payload

and is equipped with the largest array of sensors. The Ultra Stick 25e is a 66% scale

version of the Ultra Stick 120, with a 1.27 m wing span and 1.9 kg mass. It serves

as the primary flight test vehicle due to its convenient size and is equipped with a

core avionics and sensor array. Subsequent chapters of this thesis focus on the flight

dynamics of the Ultra Stick 25e. The Ultra Stick Mini is a 52% scale version of the

Ultra Stick 120, with a 0.98 m wing span. This aircraft is used as a wind tunnel

model and is not equipped with any flight avionics or sensors. Figure 2.2 shows an

example of each airframe version.

All three vehicles have conventional fixed-wing airframes with aileron, rudder, eleva-

tor, and flap control surfaces. Each control surface is actuated using an electric servo,

with a maximum deflection of 25 degrees in each direction. The propulsion systems

5
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(a) Ultra Stick Mini (b) Ultra Stick 25e (c) Ultra Stick 120

Figure 2.2: Three versions of flight test vehicles.

consist of electric motors (with varying power depending on the airframe size) that

drive fixed-pitch propellers. The aircraft systems are battery powered, designed to

allow for approximately 30 minutes of power on a single charge. Some of the key

physical properties of the three Ultra Stick aircraft are given in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1: Key Physical Properties of Ultra Stick Vehicles

Parameter Mini 25e 120

Mass 0.62 kg 1.90 kg 7.41 kg

Wing Span 0.98m 1.27m 1.92m

Wing Chord 0.21m 0.30m 0.43m

Wing Area 0.21m2 0.32m2 0.77m2

Length 0.87m 1.05m 1.32m

Endurance 10− 15min 15− 20min 15− 20min

Cruise Speed 12m/s 17m/s 25m/s

Cost $120 $170 N/A

Thrust for the vehicles is generated by electric outrunner brushless DC motors, which

require electronic speed controllers. Ultra Stick 120 vehicles are powered by Actro

40-4 motors along with Castle Creations ICE2 HV80 speed controllers. These motors

require two 5S 5000 mAh lithium polymer (LiPo) batteries. The avionics and servos

are powered by a single 4S 1650 mAh LiPo battery. Ultra Stick 25e vehicles are

powered by Eflite Power 25 motors along with Castle Creations ICE LITE 50 speed

controllers. These motors require a single 3S 3000 mAh LiPo battery, which also

powers the servos. The avionics are powered by a single 3S 800 mAh LiPo battery.

The Ultra Stick 120 aircraft was initially used as a low-cost flight test platform at
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NASA Langley Research Center [8]. Aerodynamic modeling efforts have included

extensive static wind tunnel tests, which were later complemented with dynamic wind

tunnel tests [9, 10]. The aerodynamic model for the Ultra Stick 120 is a nonlinear

look-up table that includes effects due to the basic airframe, control surfaces, thrust,

and angular rates. This high-fidelity model was made publicly available by NASA.

Unfortunately, the Ultra Stuck 120 model airframe is currently out of production. To

ensure the continuity of the Ultra Stuck 120 as a flight test vehicle, a stock of three

spare airframes has been acquired.

The Ultra Stick 25e was co-developed as a low-cost flight test platform by the Uni-

versity of Minnesota [11, 12] along with researchers at the Budapest University of

Technology and Economics in Hungary. Over time, the needs of the two groups have

evolved, and, hence, the vehicles are currently equipped with different avionics and

sensors. However, the similarity in airframes allows for cooperation in critical research

areas, such as control and navigation algorithms. The aerodynamic model for this

aircraft was derived using frequency domain system identification techniques based

on flight test data [6]. Chapter 3 is focused on this work and provides details on the

technical approach.

The Ultra Stick Mini is used primarily as a wind tunnel model. It serves as an

educational tool for undergraduate courses and laboratories for the Department of

Aerospace Engineering & Mechanics. For example, undergraduates use the airframe

mounted on a sting in a wind tunnel to estimate basic aerodynamic coefficients.

2.1.2 Avionics and Sensors

The architecture of the core avionics and sensor array is shown in Figure 2.3. This

hardware combination is installed onboard each Ultra Stick 120 and 25e airframe and

represents the minimum requirement for research experiment flight tests. Some indi-

vidual airframes have additional sensors to support specific experimental functions.

These specific sensor outfits will be highlighted following a description of the core

avionics and sensor array.

At the center of the avionics and sensor array is the flight computer, a phyCore

MPC5200B 32-bit PowerPC microcontroller [13]. It has a clock frequency of 400

MHz, 760 MIPS of processing power, and performs floating point computation. The

flight computer utilizes a real-time operating system called eCos [14], and the flight
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Figure 2.3: Core avionics and sensor array.

software is written in C. The flight software is modularized with standard interfaces,

allowing different modules (e.g. different control or fault detection algorithms) to

be easily interchanged. More details on the software architecture are presented in

Section 2.3. The current software utilizes runs at a framerate of 50 Hz.

The MPC5200B has a wide range of input-output capabilities. It supports commu-

nication with external devices via TTL and RS232 serial, SPI, I2C, and Ethernet.

Communication with servo actuators is handled with PWM. Flight data is recorded

at 50 Hz and stored in the 64 MB SRAM available onboard. The flight data is down-

loaded after each flight via Ethernet connection to a ground station laptop. The

Ethernet connection is also used to load flight software onto the flight computer.

The flight computer is mounted on an interface board, which is a custom design and

handles power and the communication interface with external devices. Digital pro-

duction and fabrication documents for the custom interface board are available on

the research group website [4].
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A failsafe board [15] is used to switch control of the aircraft between manual mode

(human pilot stick-to-surface control) and flight computer automatic mode. In both

modes, pilot commands are recorded and provided to the flight computer. This

enables the option for piloted closed-loop control or signal augmentation experiments.

Telemetry is sent to a ground station laptop through a wireless radio at 10 Hz [16].

The transmitted data is visualized on a custom developed synthetic heads-up display.

The display provides real-time information about attitude, altitude, airspeed, and

GPS performance.

In addition to the flight computer and mode switch, each flight test vehicle is equipped

with a core set of onboard sensors. Measurements of static and dynamic air pressure

from a Pitot probe are used to estimate airspeed and altitude. Pressure transduc-

ers [17] communicate with the flight computer over I2C. Angular rates and trans-

lational accelerations are measured with an inertial measurement unit (IMU) [18],

which communicates through SPI. This sensor is comprised of gyroscope and ac-

celerometer triads. The IMU is aligned with the body axis of the vehicle and located

near the center of gravity. A GPS receiver provides position and velocity information

at 1 Hz and communicates over a TTL serial line [19, 20]. Table 2.2 summarizes the

core avionics and sensor array. This array is assembled and integrated into a single

flight control system (FCS) that is common to all test vehicles, shown in Figure 2.4.

Once again, digital production and fabrication documents for the FCS are available

online [4].

(a) Digital representation of FCS (b) First production version of FCS

Figure 2.4: Integrated flight control system (FCS).

Several vehicles are equipped with additional sensors to enhance their research ca-

pabilities. An Ultra Stick 120 (code name UMN FASER), and an Ultra Stick 25e

(code name Thor), are equipped with 5-hole Pitot probes [21]. These probes were

9



Table 2.2: Summary of Core Avionics and Sensors

Component Module Cost

Flight Computer Phytec MPC5200B Microcontroller $250

Failsafe Switch AcroName Robotics RxMux $300

Interface Board AEM Custom Design $250

Receiver Spektrum AR7010 $90

Telemetry Radio Free Wave MM2-T 900 MHz Modem $590

IMU Analog Devices iSensor ADIS16405 $860

GPS Receiver Hemisphere GPS Crescent Board $300

GPS Antenna GPS Outfitters Titan 3 Antenna $70

Pitot Probe Eagletree $10

Pressure Trans. AMSYS AMS 5812 (x2) $60

Total Cost $2,780

originally used as wind tunnel prototypes by Goodrich Corporation in Burnsville, MN

(now UTC Aerospace), after which they were donated to the UMN UAS test plat-

form. Each 5-hole Pitot probe takes 4 additional air pressure measurements along

with the standard 2 (the name refers to 5 pressure taps on front of sensor). The addi-

tional measurements are used to estimate angle-of-attack and angle-of-sideslip. UMN

FASER is also equipped with wingtip sensor booms that measure angle-of-attack and

angle-of-sideslip directly [22]. Another Ultra Stick 120 (code name GPS FASER) is

equipped with 2 additional GPS antenna/receiver systems. This aircraft is special-

ized for navigation and GPS research. Table 2.3 summarizes the additional sensor

equipment currently available onboard each vehicle.

Table 2.3: Summary of additional sensor equipment

Vehicle Type Code Name Sensor

Ultra Stick 120 UMN FASER 5-hole Pitot Probe

Ultra Stick 120 UMN FASER Wingtip Sensor Booms

Ultra Stick 120 GPS FASER GPS Antenna/Receiver (2x)

Ultra Stick 25e Thor 5-hole Pitot Probe

10



2.1.3 Flight Operations

Typical flight experiments are divided into three segments: take-off, research exper-

iments, and landing. Each flight begins with a manual take-off by the pilot. For

safety, winds below 10 mph with no gusts are required. Once airborne, the pilot

flies the aircraft into a race track pattern with constant altitude (below 200 m) and

obtains a steady trim. The race track pattern is generally used to maximize available

straight and level flight time. Dimensions of the pattern are defined by line of sight

requirements. In an emergency, the pilot must always be able to visually guide the

aircraft back to safe operation. As a result of these safety constraints, the Ultra Stick

120 and 25e can only achieve about a 20 second maximum of straight and level flight.

Figure 2.5: Airfield and visual range.

Figure 2.5 shows a satellite view [23]

of a hobby R/C airfield where the

UMN UAS test platform performs

research experiments. The runway

is centered at the origin of the map,

near the “Airfield” label, and ori-

ented in a north/south direction.

A flight test was conducted to de-

termine the maximum line of sight

range, and this data is shown in Fig-

ure 2.5. Direct GPS position mea-

surements are shown along with the

refined position estimate from a nav-

igation filter. More details on the

navigation algorithm are provided

in Section 2.3.2. The range test

indicates that the pilot can safely

fly inside a semi-circle with approx-

imate radius of 500 m. Safety rules

prohibit flying behind (or over) the

flight-line, hence the operating flight

range is limited to a semi-circle. To

ensure a continued safe operation,

a collection of documents has been
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drafted to standardize procedures

and maintenance plans.

2.2 Simulation Environment

A simulation environment provides an important complement to the flight test sys-

tem. Simulation-based development and validation prior to flight testing reduces

the total design cycle time for experimental research algorithms. The UMN UAS

research group maintains three simulations, illustrated by the block diagram in Fig-

ure 2.6. A common Matlab/Simulink [24] implementation of the aircraft dynamics

is shared between the three simulations. This shared implementation includes flight

dynamics, actuator models, sensor models, and an environmental model. All exper-

imental research algorithms must pass through a validation test in each simulation

before consideration for flight testing.

-

?

�
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Figure 2.6: Three levels of simulation environments.

The lowest-level and most basic simulation allows for control algorithms to be im-

plemented in Simulink. This frequently serves as a first step in the design process

of new control algorithms. The mid-level simulation is a software-in-the-loop (SIL)

simulation. The SIL simulation allows a research algorithm, written as flight code in

C and interfaced via S-function, to be validated in Simulink. Finally, the highest-level

simulation is a hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) simulation. The HIL simulation allows a

research algorithm, written as flight code in C and implemented on a flight computer,

to be interfaced with Simulink and validated. The latest versions of all three simu-
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lations can be downloaded as a package from the SVN, which is directly accessible

from the research group website [4].

2.2.1 Nonlinear Aircraft Simulation

A 6 degree-of-freedom (DOF) nonlinear simulation model of the aircraft dynamics

is implemented in Simulink. This model represents a set of conventional rigid-body

equations of motion for generic fixed-wing aircraft. Forces and moments due to aero-

dynamics, propulsion, and the environment are integrated numerically to solve the

nonlinear differential equations. The environmental model includes a detailed model

of Earth’s atmosphere, gravity, magnetic field, wind, and turbulence. Models of the

aircraft subsystems, such as actuators and sensors are also included.

Each test vehicle is associated with three simulation components: physical properties,

a propulsion model, and an aerodynamic model. This allows the nonlinear simulation

model to be easily reconfigured for a particular test vehicle. Physical properties for

each airframe are determined in the lab, where moments of inertia are found using

bifilar pendulum swing tests. Wind tunnel tests are used to characterize the motor

and propeller thrust, torque, and power for each aircraft.

The aerodynamic models vary depending on the airframe. The Ultra Stick 120 aero-

dynamic model is derived from extensive wind tunnel data obtained at NASA Langley

Research Center [8]. This is a high-fidelity model that covers large ranges of angle-

of-attack and angle-of-sideslip aerodynamics, and is implemented as a look-up table.

The Ultra Stick 25e aerodynamic model is derived using flight test data and frequency

domain system identification techniques [6]. This model is linear and assumes con-

stant aerodynamic coefficients. The Ultra Stick Mini aerodynamic model is based

strictly on wind tunnel data obtained by the UMN UAS research group.

Linear models of the aircraft dynamics (about an operating point) are frequently

desired for the design of control algorithms. The 6 DOF nonlinear simulation model

is set up for trimming and linearization. Automatic functions to perform these tasks

are provided in the simulation package. After the performance of a typical control

algorithm has been verified using the linearized dynamics, it must be verified using

the nonlinear simulation. The gray-shaded controller shown in Figure 2.6 illustrates

this verification process.
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2.2.2 Software-in-the-loop

The SIL simulation uses the 6 DOF nonlinear simulation model in feedback with

a control algorithm implemented as flight code in C. This implementation of the

control algorithm is interfaced with Simulink through an S-function block. Figure 2.6

represents the SIL simulation with the blue-shaded controller. The flight control

algorithm alone is linked to the S-function; the remainder of the flight software is

not included. The primary purpose of the SIL simulation is to verify the accuracy of

a control algorithm transition from Simulink (mathematical discrete-time model) to

flight code written in C.

2.2.3 Hardware-in-the-loop

The HIL simulation is an extension of SIL simulation that includes the flight software

and flight computer. In Figure 2.6, this simulation environment is represented by

the red-shaded controller. The entire flight software suite is compiled and runs on

the flight computer in sync with the nonlinear simulation model. The MathWorks

Real-Time Windows Target toolbox [25] is used to ensure the simulation runs in real-

time on a Windows PC. This is crucial to obtain meaningful results when the flight

computer is included in the simulation loop.

The nonlinear simulation model, in Simulink, interfaces with the flight computer

using a serial connection. The flight software is modified in two ways in order to

interface correctly with the HIL simulation. First, the data acquisition code (which

normally solicits the onboard sensors) reads sensor data from the nonlinear simulation.

Second, the actuator commands (which are normally delivered to the actuators via

PWM signals) are sent back to the nonlinear simulation. Through the HIL verification

process, any implementation issues or bugs associated with a control algorithm are

identified and resolved. The HIL simulation is also useful in testing attitude and

navigation state estimation algorithms, such as the one described in Sec. 2.3.2.

The HIL simulation provides an interface for an R/C pilot through a USB R/C-style

remote. The aircraft state can be visualized via FlightGear [26], which is an open-

source flight simulator. This interface can be used to evaluate the performance and

handling qualities of a control algorithm prior to flight testing.
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2.3 Flight Software

The software implemented on the MPC5200B flight computer is programmed as a

single-thread, real-time process executing at 50 Hz. The entire real-time software

suite and simulation environment (described in the previous section) are managed by

a version control and documentation management system.

2.3.1 Real-time Software

The flight software is divided into code modules that are called in sequence by the

main function. Each module is dedicated to a certain type of computation, e.g.

attitude/navigation estimation or control algorithm. All candidate modules use an

interface layer, which allows the software engineer to easily select which modules to

compile in order to build the full program. In general, each type of module must

be present in the compiled code, even if no computation native to a given module

type is required. Figure 2.7 shows a schedule and order diagram of the code modules

implemented in the flight software.

Figure 2.7: Real-time software schedule and order diagram of code modules.

A real-time clock is managed by an open-source, real-time operating system (RTOS)

called eCos [14]. The RTOS provides alarms to the flight software that trigger code

modules to execute. Three alarms are scheduled and validated in order to allow

enough time for the software to execute on a 0.02 second frame. The data acquisition

module (DAQ) is triggered by the first alarm immediately at the start of a new frame.

This module reads data from the onboard sensors and is allowed the longest time to

execute. For the HIL simulation, a different DAQ module is compiled in order to

interface with Simulink. An INS/GPS algorithm is executed in the navigation filter

module (NAV). Commands to the control system are generated in the guidance law

module (GL). Potential sensor faults, such as biases, can be added in the sensor fault

module (SF). The main control algorithm is computed next (CL). Signals required for
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system identification (SI) can be augmented after the control law. Potential surface

faults can be added in the surface fault module (SF). Once this sequence of modules

has executed, the software waits for the next alarm.

The actuator module (ACT), which sends PWM signals to the actuators, is triggered

by the second eCos alarm. For HIL simulation, a different ACT module is compiled

in order to interface with Simulink. It is important that the time in between the DAQ

and ACT modules is consistent; it represents the time delay of the flight computer.

After the ACT module has executed, the software waits for the next alarm. A third

eCos alarm allows the data logging (DL) and telemetry (TM) modules to execute.

The sequence of modules then repeats as the software waits for the DAQ alarm from

eCos, which indicates the start of a new frame.

The flight software is built and compiled using a makefile. This makefile specifies

which version of each code module is included in the program. For example, to

compile software for HIL simulation instead of flight, the HIL versions of DAQ and

ACT are selected in the makefile. This approach allows for modularity and software

flexibility.

2.3.2 Navigation State Estimation

The attitude state of an aircraft must be estimated from measurements provided by

the onboard sensors. Position and velocity states, on the other hand, can be measured

directly with a GPS receiver. Typical receivers, however, do not provide data at a

sufficiently high rate for use in feedback control of aircraft. For example, the GPS

receiver used by the UMN UAV Research Group provides data to the flight computer

at 1 Hz. A sensor fusion algorithm is thus required to provide accurate and high

bandwidth estimates of the aircraft attitude, position, and velocity. These states are

known as the navigation states.

The navigation state estimates are computed with an algorithm that integrates an

inertial navigation system (INS) with GPS. More in-depth description of INS/GPS

integration can be found in the literature [27–30]. An INS provides measurements

at higher bandwidth than a typical GPS receiver. For example, the IMU used by

the UMN FCS provides measurements at 800 Hz. Due to flight software limitations,

however, the IMU is only sampled at 50 Hz by the flight computer. Numerically

integrating IMU measurements to obtain the navigation state estimates leads to un-
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bounded errors that grow over time. A combined INS/GPS algorithm provides a

solution that has the high bandwidth of the INS and the drift-free long-term stability

of the GPS measurement. The structure of the algorithm is shown by the diagram in

Figure 2.8.
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Figure 2.8: Block diagram of INS/GPS integration algorithm.

Attitude can be equivalently described by Euler angles or the quaternion. The

INS/GPS estimation algorithm utilizes the quaternion for computation, and converts

the solution to Euler angles for control. Attitude determination using an IMU calls

for integrating the angular velocity measurement ωB to propagate the attitude for-

ward in time. Rate gyroscopes measure inertial rotation and should be compensated

to account for the Earth’s rotation rate and the transport rate due to the Earth’s

curvature [28]. For consumer/automotive IMUs used in low-cost UAV applications,

however, these terms are small (∼ 10−5 rad/s) compared to the noise level in the

sensors, and are thus neglected.

The INS uses measurement of the acceleration to generate position and velocity es-

timates. A triad of accelerometers in the IMU provides measurement of the force-

over-mass (specific force) acting on the aircraft. When the IMU is rigidly attached

to the aircraft, this specific force is measured in the body frame (fB) and thus needs

to be rotated into the navigation frame (fN) before integration and propagation in

time. This rotation uses the aircraft attitude to formulate the required transforma-

tion matrix CN
B . After compensating for gravity and the Coriolis effect, the force can

be integrated once to yield velocity, and twice to yield position.
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An Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) [31] is used to correct the attitude, velocity, and

position estimates for errors. In order to improve the navigation solution between

GPS measurements, and to allow coasting during short GPS outages, the EKF makes

frequent corrections to compensate for the inertial sensor errors. Although more

sophisticated sensor error models exist, a simplified model presented in [32] is used.

This model is robust to parameters that are unobservable when the aircraft is not

accelerating [27]. Using this model, the estimated sensor bias not only represents

the true bias corrupting the measurement, but also accounts for all unmodeled errors

that corrupt the sensor measurement.
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Figure 2.9: Navigation filter solution.

The INS/GPS algorithm is ini-

tialized as soon as a valid GPS

measurement becomes available

(when implemented on the flight

computer). Accordingly, posi-

tion and velocity estimates are

initialized at the first available

position and velocity measure-

ments. Since the initialization

is set to occur on the ground be-

fore a flight test begins, the atti-

tude is initialized to an approx-

imate attitude of the aircraft on

the ground. Figure 2.9 shows a

portion of navigation flight data

obtained during an experiment

test with Thor.

The flight test results in Fig-

ure 2.9 show the navigation so-

lution (computed in real-time

onboard the aircraft) along with

GPS measurements as markers.

The INS/GPS integration algo-

rithm connects the GPS mea-

surements with a smooth, high
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bandwidth position estimate. Innovations in the position estimate from the EKF are

small (typically below 2 m for position, and 0.5 m/s for velocity), which indicates

convergence in the algorithm. Although this flight test was conducted with an Ultra

Stick 25e test vehicle, numerous data sets exist in the SVN of Ultra Stick 120 flight

tests that validate the same attitude and navigation algorithm.

2.3.3 Version Control and Documentation

The flight software and simulation environments are managed by a version control

program. The UMN UAS test platform utilizes the open-source subversion [33] server

to manage a software development repository. This repository is available publicly

on the research group website [34]. The flight software is automatically documented

using Doxygen [35]. This utility allows documentation to be generated directly from

the source code. Each file in the flight software suite has a special Doxygen header

that allows the automatic documentation to be generated.
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Chapter 3

System Identification

An important part for the development of a UAS test platform is modeling the air-

craft dynamics. System identification techniques, which rely on experimental data

obtained in flight, have been developed by the aerospace community to accomplish

this task efficiently. However, the application of system identification techniques to

small, low-cost unmanned aircraft poses a challenge. Physical airframe size and cost

restrictions limit the availability and quality of onboard sensors. For example, sensors

required to reliably measure angle-of-attack or angle-of-sideslip may not be available.

Furthermore, the available sensors may be susceptible to high levels of noise. This

challenge is addressed with a practical procedure to identify the dynamics of a small

unmanned aircraft based on flight data obtained using a low-cost IMU.

Foundations and mathematical background of system identification theory are cov-

ered in detail by References 36 and 37. References 38, 39, and 40 summarize various

engineering approaches to system identification, including time domain and frequency

domain methods. Novel identification techniques have been published in recent lit-

erature, detailing advancements in areas such as real-time identification and efficient

control surface input design [41–47]. Computational software tools are also readily

available to automate parts of the system identification process [36, 38, 39]. What

remains unclear, however, is the viability of the various techniques for application to

small, low-cost unmanned aircraft. For example, some techniques assume that highly

accurate sensor measurements are available, while others require measurement of the

full aerodynamic state. These assumptions are unrealistic for low-cost platforms.
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The technical approach described in this chapter is based on system identification in

the frequency domain. A linear state-space model is derived from the generic non-

linear equations of motion for aircraft. Parameters in the linear model are identified

by fitting the model to frequency responses extracted from flight data, based on the

approach in Reference 38. This approach is similar to the frequency domain output-

error methods in References 39 and 47, but relies on a different cost function. It also

implements a different algorithm to transform flight data into the frequency domain.

Both methods share the advantage of fitting models over frequency ranges relevant

to aircraft dynamics, and neither requires measurement of every state in the model.

Using frequency responses, however, preserves insightful ties to flight dynamics and

Bode plots. Its drawbacks include the need for longer and less efficient flight ex-

periments [47]. The approach is applied to an Ultra Stick 25e aircraft code named

Thor, shown in Figure 3.1. It is based on similar analysis applied to small, low-cost,

rotorcraft [41–43]. The work in this chapter is drawn primarily from Reference 6.

Figure 3.1: University of Minnesota Ultra Stick 25e code name Thor.

This chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.1 provides the nonlinear equations of

motion, linearized model, and simplifying assumptions. Physical properties of the the

Ultra Stick 25e and the first principles analysis used to obtain a baseline model are

described in Section 3.2. Flight experiments used to collect informative data are de-

signed using the baseline model and operational constraints in Section 3.3. Section 3.4

briefly describes the theory behind frequency domain system identification, and re-

sults are given in Section 3.5. Finally, Section 3.6 describes a sensitivity and residual

analysis. The system identification task is complemented with a model validation

technique, which is presented in the next chapter.
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3.1 Fixed-Wing Aircraft Dynamics

A nonlinear model for fixed-wing aircraft dynamics can be derived from the generic

rigid-body equations of motion. Conventional aircraft are subject to external forces

and moments due to gravity, propulsion, and aerodynamics. The central modeling

task is to determine expressions for these external forces and moments. A simple

nonlinear model is obtained when the equations of motion are written in the vehicle

body-axis (see References 39 and 48). Standard nomenclature is used for the states:

x-y-z body-axis velocities (u, v, w), x-y-z body-axis angular rates (p, q, r), and

a standard 3-2-1 ordered rotation sequence of Euler angles (φ, θ, ψ). The x-y-z

body-axis aerodynamic forces are denoted X, Y , and Z, and the x-y-z body-axis

aerodynamic moments are denoted L, M , and N .

For simplicity, gyroscopic effects of the rotating mass of the motor are assumed to be

insignificant, and the thrust T is assumed to act through the center of gravity and

coincide with the body x-axis. The resulting system is summarized by the following

equations [39]:

Force Equations:

u̇ = (rv − qw) +X/m− g sin θ + T/m (3.1)

v̇ = (pw − ru) + Y/m+ g cos θ sinφ (3.2)

ẇ = (qu− pv) + Z/m+ g cos θ cosφ (3.3)

Moment Equations:

ṗ− (Ixz/Ix)ṙ = −qr(Iz − Iy)/Ix + qpIxz/Ix + L/Ix (3.4)

q̇ = −pr(Ix − Iz)/Iy − (p2 − r2)Ixz/Iy +M/Iy (3.5)

ṙ − (Ixz/Iz)ṗ = −pq(Iy − Ix)/Iz − qrIxz/Iz +N/Iz (3.6)

Kinematic Equations:

φ̇ = p+ tan θ(q sinφ+ r cosφ) (3.7)

θ̇ = q cosφ− r sinφ (3.8)

ψ̇ = sec θ(q sinφ+ r cosφ) (3.9)

The dynamic response of an aircraft can be recorded with an IMU. Low-cost sensors
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measure angular rates (p, q, r) and translational accelerations (ax, ay, az) [18]. The

measured accelerations, however, exclude the effect of gravity [39]:

ax = u̇− (rv − qw) + g sin θ (3.10)

ay = v̇ − (pw − ru)− g cos θ sinφ (3.11)

az = ẇ − (qu− pv)− g cos θ cosφ (3.12)

The nonlinear model is linearized by assuming small perturbations from a steady, level

trim condition. For simplicity, state variables in the nonlinear equations of motion

are recast using the same notation as perturbation states in the linear model. The

longitudinal dynamics are decoupled from the lateral/directional dynamics, and the

thrust is assumed to be constant.

3.1.1 Longitudinal Dynamics

The longitudinal dynamics are described by the states xlon = [u,w, q, θ]>, which

correspond to Equations 3.1, 3.3, 3.5, and 3.8. The forces X and Z, and the moment

M are assumed to be linear functions of u, w, q, and the elevator deflection δelev,

resulting in the following system:

ẋlon = Alonxlon +Blonδelev (3.13)

where

Alon =


Xu Xw Xq −We −g cos θe

Zu Zw Zq + Ue −g sin θe

Mu Mw Mq 0

0 0 1 0

 Blon =


Xδelev

Zδelev
Mδelev

0


The terms We, Ue, and θe represent the trim condition. The X, Z, and M terms with

subscripts are the dimensional aerodynamic derivatives to be identified. Coefficients

in the Alon matrix are the stability derivatives, and the Blon matrix holds the control

derivatives. Finally, the linearized acceleration measurements are given by:

ax = u̇+ qWe + g cos θe θ + g sin θe (3.14)

az = ẇ − qUe + g sin θe θ − g cos θe (3.15)
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The longitudinal dynamics can be decoupled further into the phugoid and the short-

period modes. The phugoid mode is typically very slow, lightly damped, and domi-

nates the response in u, θ, and ax. The short-period mode is typically fast, moderately

damped, and dominates the response in w, q, and az. For control applications, ac-

curate knowledge of the phugoid mode is not crucial due to the low frequency of the

oscillation, which is compensated for with feedback control. Stability and perfor-

mance characteristics also depend primarily on the short-period mode [48]. System

identification is applied to the short-period model shown in the following system,

where the state vector is xlon = [w, q]>:

Alon =

[
Zw Zq + Ue

Mw Mq

]
Blon =

[
Zδelev
Mδelev

]
(3.16)

Terms in Equations 3.14 and 3.15 that depend on θ are neglected for the short-

period model. Furthermore, the short-period aircraft response captured by ax is

small relative to the measurement noise on a low-cost IMU. Hence, ax is not used in

this identification analysis.

3.1.2 Lateral/Directional Dynamics

The lateral/directional dynamics are described by the states xlat = [v, p, r, φ, ψ]>,

which correspond to Equations 3.2, 3.4, 3.6, 3.7, and 3.9. Force Y , and moments L

and N are described by linear functions of v, p, r, and aileron and rudder deflections

(δail and δrud, respectively). The resulting system is given by the following:

Mlatẋlat = A′latxlat +B′lat

[
δail

δrud

]
(3.17)
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where

Mlat =


1 0 0 0 0

0 1 −Ixz/Ix 0 0

0 −Ixz/Iz 1 0 0

0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 1



A′lat =


Yv Yp +We Yr − Ue g cos θe 0

Lv Lp Lr 0 0

Nv Np Nr 0 0

0 1 tan θe 0 0

0 0 sec θe 0 0

 B′lat =


Yδail Yδrud
Lδail Lδrud
Nδail Nδrud

0 0

0 0



The Y , L, and N terms with subscripts in A′lat and B′lat are the dimensional aero-

dynamic derivatives to be identified. Unlike the longitudinal dynamics, the lat-

eral/directional dynamics cannot be decoupled into independent modes. They are

governed by a slow spiral mode, a fast lightly damped dutch roll mode, and an even

faster roll mode. Finally, the linearized acceleration measurement is given by:

ay = v̇ − pWe + rUe − g cos θe φ (3.18)

The longitudinal and lateral/directional systems form a linear parametric model that

is used as a basis for frequency domain system identification. Stability and control

derivatives are identified by fitting these models to frequency responses extracted

from flight data.

3.2 Preliminary Analysis

The task of system identification is simplified by incorporating a priori knowledge of

the aircraft dynamics into the analysis. A baseline model is generated to gain insight

into the general characteristics of the system, such as its gain and bandwidth. This

information is used as a guide to design informative and efficient system identification

flight experiments, for which a rough approximation of the dynamics is sufficient.

Recall that Thor is an Ultra Stick 25e conventional fixed-wing airframe with aileron,

rudder, and elevator control surfaces. The aircraft is instrumented with an IMU as
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part of the FCS. A ground test, with the throttle set to around 70%, resulted in a

noise amplitude is approximately 2 deg/s in each angular rate channel, and 0.5 m/s2

in each acceleration channel. The flight computer records manual pilot command

before delivering the signals to the actuators. This is particularly useful here, for

system identification flight experiments, where augmenting manual pilot commands

with automatically generated excitation signals helps maintain the aircraft near the

trim condition. Physical airframe properties for Thor were given in Table 2.1 in

Section 2.1, and these parameters are complemented by moment of inertia values

in Table 3.1. The moment of inertia values for Thor were estimated using bifilar

pendulum swing tests.

Table 3.1: Moments of inertia for Thor.
Property Symbol Value Units
Moment of Inertia Ix 0.089 kg m2

Moment of Inertia Iy 0.144 kg m2

Moment of Inertia Iz 0.162 kg m2

Cross Moment of Inertia Ixz 0.014 kg m2

Various methods can be applied to obtain a baseline model. If the airframe is similar

to an already modeled aircraft, its model can be scaled. However, if the aircraft con-

figuration and airfoils are new, empirical methods and/or simple wind tunnel tests can

be implemented. For example, the Digital DATCOM [49] is a purely empirical guide

to estimating stability and control derivatives based on aircraft configuration and the

experience of engineers. Simple wind tunnel tests can also be used, in particular to

obtain estimates of control derivatives and stability derivatives associated with the

body velocity components u, v, and w. The key point is that various methods exist

to obtain a baseline model, and depending on the available resources, a combination

of methods can be used.

A baseline model for the flight dynamics is generated using aerodynamic data from

two similar airframes. Control derivatives and stability derivatives associated with

the body velocities are estimated from wind tunnel tests performed with an Ultra

Stick Mini. This airframe is smaller than the 25e and fits in the wind tunnel available

at the University of Minnesota. The 25e and the Mini have similar aerodynamics but

are not exact geometric scales of each other. Stability derivatives associated with the

angular rates are taken from an aerodynamic model for the Ultra Stick 120 [4]. This

airframe is larger than the 25e, has similar aerodynamics, yet it also is not an exact
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geometric scale. The aerodynamic model for the 120 was developed at NASA Langley

Research Center, using both static and dynamic wind tunnel testing [50,51]. Due to

these approximations in the aerodynamics, the baseline model for Thor is only used

as a guide to design flight experiments.

For the wind tunnel tests performed on the Ultra Stick Mini, airspeed is held constant

while aerodynamic forces and moments on the aircraft are measured by a sensor.

The first two tests consist of static variations in angle-of-attack and angle-of-sideslip.

These tests are sufficient to obtain estimates of the stability derivatives associated

with the body velocity components. A third wind tunnel test is conducted to estimate

the control derivatives. In this test, each control surface is deflected independently

while aerodynamic forces and moments are measured.

3.2.1 Longitudinal Dynamics

The longitudinal control derivatives, velocity stability derivatives, and equilibrium

terms are estimated using wind tunnel data acquired with the Ultra Stick Mini. The

angular rate stability derivatives are taken from values estimated for the Ultra Stick

120 [50,51]. Along with mass data from Table 2.1, the longitudinal baseline model is

constructed and given by:

Alon =


−0.38 0.60 −0.36 −9.80

−0.98 −7.81 15.32 −0.21

0.18 −8.31 −35.21 0

0 0 1 0

 Blon =


−0.36

−3.62

−106.32

0


The modes of the longitudinal dynamics are computed from an eigenvalue decompo-

sition of the system state matrix and presented in Table 3.2.

Table 3.2: Estimated modes of the longitudinal dynamics.
Mode Natural Frequency [rad/s] Damping Ratio
Phugoid 0.48 0.43
Short-Period Pole 1 13.70 -
Short-Period Pole 2 29.28 -

The phugoid mode has a natural frequency of 0.48 rad/s with a damping ratio of 0.43.

The typical short-period mode does not appear in the baseline model. Instead, it is
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replaced by two stable real poles at 13.70 and 29.28 rad/s. This is unconventional

for fixed-wing aircraft and is a result of estimating derivatives using the Ultra Stick

Mini and 120. However, this result is not a major concern for the baseline model

since the approximate bandwidth associated with the longitudinal dynamics can still

be inferred.

3.2.2 Lateral/Directional Dynamics

The lateral/directional control derivatives, velocity stability derivatives, and equilib-

rium terms are estimated using wind tunnel data acquired with the Ultra Stick Mini.

The angular rate stability derivatives are taken from values estimated for the Ultra

Stick 120 [50,51]. The populated matrices are shown by the following:

Mlat =


1 0 0 0 0

0 1 −0.157 0 0

0 −0.086 1 0 0

0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 1



A′lat =


−1.64 0.64 −18.90 9.50 0

−2.14 −13.71 13.71 0 0

0.93 −0.12 −7.28 0 0

0 1 0.03 0 0

0 0 1 0 0

 B′lat =


0 6.99

−68.65 18.32

−8.03 −19.01

0 0

0 0

 (3.19)

The modes of the lateral/directional dynamics are computed from an eigenvalue de-

composition of the system state matrix, and are presented in Table 3.3.

Table 3.3: Estimated modes of the lateral/directional dynamics.
Mode Natural Frequency [rad/s] Damping Ratio
Spiral 0.05 -
Dutch Roll 6.03 0.77
Roll 12.38 -

The spiral mode is represented by a pole at 0.05 rad/s, the dutch roll mode has natural

frequency of 6.03 rad/s with damping ratio 0.77, and the roll mode is represented by

a pole at 12.38 rad/s.
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3.3 Design of Flight Experiments

Research experiments begin when the pilot is ready to engage the on-board flight

computer. Immediately following a turn in the race track pattern, the pilot trims

the aircraft to a desired flight condition. In this case, the flight condition for Thor

is straight and level flight at approximately 19 m/s. The pilot then engages the

flight computer to execute the research experiment. Due to range and other spacial

constraints, Thor can only achieve a 20 second maximum time window of straight and

level flight. When the experiment is complete, the pilot disengages the flight computer

and continues the race track pattern. The pilot can choose to realign the aircraft for

additional experiments, or to conclude the flight test with a manual landing.

The aircraft dynamics must be excited during a flight experiment in order to success-

fully perform system identification. Automatic frequency sweep inputs are used to

accomplish this over a broad frequency range. These inputs are computer generated

sinusoids with frequencies that vary logarithmically with time. The flight computer

applies signals for one control surface at a time in order to prevent correlation be-

tween the inputs. Frequency sweeps are designed using the default logarithmic chirp

function in MATLAB, which implements the following equation:

δ(t) = A sin
(
f(t)t

)
, where f(t) = f0

(
f1

f0

)t/t1
(3.20)

In this relationship, the amplitude A is specified, as well as a frequency interval given

by f0 and f1 (in Hz). A time vector t is required, where the final time is given by t1.

Frequency sweep inputs can take the aircraft away from the trim condition [38, 39].

To counter this effect, the inputs are augmented with a manual pilot input via the

flight computer. The pilot counters the drift by ensuring that the nose and wings

remain level over the course of the maneuver. Pilot augmentation is only permitted

for the control surface on which the active frequency sweep is applied. All remaining

control surfaces are fixed at their trim values throughout the experiment. If multiple

inputs were active simultaneously, the extracted frequency response would need to

be conditioned for the effect of the secondary input on the primary input-output

response. To ensure that each experiment begins with airspeed close to 19 m/s, the

throttle setting is fixed to 70%.

Several practical factors constrain the design of frequency sweeps experiments. Due
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to trimming requirements before and after each turn, a 10 second experiment time

window is the approximate limit for the Ultra Stick 25e. As a result, dynamics at

frequencies below 0.1 Hz cannot be identified accurately. Given a data sampling rate

of 50 Hz, the Nyquist limit indicates that signals above 25 Hz cannot be recorded

accurately. A more practical limit for system identification is closer to 10 Hz [38].

The fastest pole in the baseline model is located around 30 rad/s, or about 5 Hz.

Hence, the upper frequency limit is not a major concern. The phugoid and spiral

modes are located below 0.1 Hz. They cannot be identified accurately due to a lack

of excitation in this frequency range. However, this is not of great concern as the

slow nature of these dynamics can be easily handled by a pilot or a control system.

Servo actuator dynamics must also be considered in the design of system identification

experiments. Specifications on actuator bandwidth are often unavailable from low-

cost hobby manufacturers. Ground tests on Thor indicated that the bandwidth of

the servos is below 15 Hz. Therefore, frequency sweeps from 0.1 to 15 Hz would

adequately excite the flight dynamics relevant for control applications as well as the

actuator dynamics.

3.3.1 Frequency Sweep Design

Figure 3.2 shows the baseline model frequency response for each control surface to

its corresponding primary angular rate response. Conventional aircraft dynamics are

dominated by these input-output relationships. Accurate models for these relation-

ships are thus a key requirement for control applications. The 0.1 to 15 Hz frequency

range is highlighted by the solid curves.

To achieve a sufficiently high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) on Thor, the measured

output response must exceed 6 deg/s for the angular rates, and 1.5 m/s2 for the

accelerations. This accounts for about a factor of 3 between the magnitude of the noise

and the magnitude of the response, which represents the minimum desired SNR [38].

Experience has shown that higher SNR, closer to a value of 6, can improve the quality

of the frequency responses. A frequency sweep with amplitude of 4 degrees is chosen

for safety and to satisfy SNR requirements. Higher amplitudes would generally be

considered unsafe due to the uncertainty in the baseline model.

The identification frequency range is broken down into two intervals: low and high

frequency. Each interval has a dedicated experiment to ensure that the entire fre-
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(a) Elevator to pitch rate. (b) Aileron to roll rate.

(c) Rudder to yaw rate.

Figure 3.2: Baseline model frequency response with range for system identification.

quency range is excited sufficiently. The low frequency interval spans 0.1 to 5 Hz,

and the high frequency interval spans 4 to 15 Hz. Five frequency sweep experiments

are conducted for each interval on each control surface to obtain a rich data set.

Multiple runs are required because frequency responses are ultimately extracted from

the flight data using an averaging process. Figure 3.3 shows both simulation and

flight results from a low frequency aileron sweep. The pilot command augmentation

is clearly visible on the right.
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(a) Aileron sweep baseline model simulation. (b) Aileron sweep flight experiment data.

Figure 3.3: Sample aileron frequency sweep input signal and response.

The flight data shown on the right in Figure 3.3 indicates that the manual pilot

augmentation helps keep the aircraft around the desired trim condition during the

experiment. The pilot is able to maintain oscillations about the trim condition with-

out canceling out the input excitation, eliminating the bias noted at the end of the

maneuver in the baseline simulation. The true aircraft exhibits higher gain in the roll

rate channel than predicted by the baseline model. However, the baseline model ac-

curately predicts low gain in the off-axis, particularly in the y-component acceleration

response.

3.4 Frequency Domain System Identification

The frequency domain system identification process is comprised of two steps. The

first identification step extracts frequency responses using spectral quantities com-

puted from the input-output flight data. Control surface commands recorded by the

flight computer are considered inputs because sensors are not available to measure

the true surface deflections. The second identification step fits the linear state-space

models to the extracted frequency responses. Parameters in the linear models are
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identified through a nonlinear optimization that minimizes the fitting error in the

frequency domain.

3.4.1 Extracting Frequency Responses

The basic frequency domain identification problem is cast for a two-input, single-

output system without the loss of generality [52]. This formulation can easily be

modified to include additional inputs. A multiple-output model, such as the lat-

eral/directional aircraft model, is constructed by superposing sets of multiple-input,

single-output relationships. The block diagram in Figure 3.4 shows the fundamental

transfer functions and signals:

P2(s)

P1(s)

-
u2

-
u1

i
��

��
��*

H
HHH

HHj ?

v

-
y

Figure 3.4: Diagram of a two-input, single-output system.

Signals u1 and u2 are inputs to the system, which are represented by transfer function

blocks P1(s) and P2(s). Signal v introduces measurement noise on the output mea-

surement signal y. It is assumed that the noise disturbance is white and uncorrelated

with the inputs u1 and u2.

Identifying transfer functions P1(s) and P2(s) is simple if the input signals u1 and u2

are uncorrelated. Uncorrelated inputs are obtained in practice by exciting each control

surface independently, justifying why frequency sweep experiments are executed for

one control surface at a time. To prevent biases due to correlation between the

measurement noise and the inputs [37], it is best to perform open-loop experiments.

Operating in open-loop is particularly beneficial for systems equipped with sensors

that are susceptible to high levels of measurement noise. Under these conditions, the

spectral input-output relationship is given by the following equation:

Sy,y(s) = |P1(s)|2 Su1,u1(s) + |P2(s)|2 Su2,u2(s) + Sv,v(s) (3.21)
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In this relationship, S(s) represents a complex-valued spectral density function. P1(s)

and P2(s) are obtained from cross- and auto-spectral density functions for the input

and output signals:

P1(s) =
Sy,u1(s)

Su1,u1(s)
P2(s) =

Sy,u2(s)

Su2,u2(s)
(3.22)

Spectral quantities are estimated from the input and output flight data. For more

details on spectral analysis, see References 38 and 52. Applying a standard Hanning

window with 50% overlap is one simple approach to obtain a smooth frequency re-

sponse estimate. Experience has shown that this windowing technique works well

for aircraft systems. An appropriate window length remains to be selected. Window

length is directly related to the low frequency limit of the estimated frequency re-

sponse, where longer windows allow lower frequencies. The maximum window length

is given by the data record length, which in this case is 10 seconds. Longer windows,

however, reduce the total number of windows applied to the data record and diminish

the averaging effect. As a result, the estimated frequency response exhibits more ran-

dom error, particularly at frequencies where the SNR is low and averaging would have

been the most helpful. Hence, there is no single optimal window length that provides

both high accuracy and broad dynamic range in an estimated frequency response.

A frequency response estimate can be improved by using data from several individual

frequency responses, each obtained with a different window length, to form a com-

posite frequency response. The composite frequency response blends the averaging

benefits of shorter windows with the dynamic range advantages of longer windows.

In this analysis, 5 frequency responses are obtained using 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 second

windows. The basic principle used to generate the composite frequency response em-

phasizes frequency response data from the response with the highest coherence at

each individual frequency point. Coherence functions, denoted γ2(s), measure the

linear correlation between signals. For example, a coherence value of 1 indicates that

the entire output response is accounted for by the input via a linear transfer function.

Hence, the composite frequency response is generated by emphasizing data from the

frequency response with the highest coherence. More complex optimization-based

approaches have been developed to obtain more accurate composite frequency re-

sponses [38]. However, coherence weighting alone yields sufficiently accurate results

for small unmanned aircraft.
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In general, coherence values less than one imply the presence of “non-ideal” effects in

the input-output relationship, such as nonlinear dynamics, unmeasured inputs, dis-

turbances, or measurement noise. High coherence, in practice above 0.7, is desired for

accurate frequency domain system identification. Coherence functions for the system

in Figure 3.4 based on spectral density functions, assuming uncorrelated inputs, are

given by:

γ2
u1,y

(s) =
|Sy,u1(s)|

2

Su1,u1(s) Sy,y(s)
γ2
u2,y

(s) =
|Sy,u2(s)|

2

Su2,u2(s) Sy,y(s)
(3.23)

Transfer functions P1(s) and P2(s) are replaced by experimentally obtained frequency

responses in the subsequent parametric identification analysis. This basic insight

on the spectral estimation process must be incorporated into the design of flight

experiments in order to achieve the most accurate frequency response estimates.

3.4.2 Parametric Identification

The longitudinal and lateral/directional aircraft dynamics are identified by fitting

their corresponding linear parametric models to estimated frequency responses. This

is implemented as a nonlinear optimization that aims to minimize the error of the fit

in the frequency domain. The decision variables in the optimization are the stability

and control derivatives from the state and input matrices of the linear parametric

models. Hence, the identification subspace is described by the set of aerodynamic

parameters that determine the state-space representation of the aircraft dynamics.

The optimization uses a cost function to capture errors in the frequency domain (over

a desired interval) between the linear parametric models and the estimated frequency

responses. The cost function is weighted based on high coherence to emphasize the

fit where the estimated frequency responses accurately capture the system response.

The ability to identify a physically meaningful aircraft model depends on the number

of free parameters in the linear model relative to the information captured by the

estimated frequency responses. In general, the information captured is limited by

the available sensor measurements and the experimental constraints. Small, low-cost

unmanned aircraft are equipped with a limited quantity of sensors, which restricts

the number of available estimated frequency responses. Furthermore, the 10 second

experiment time window for Thor implies that the phugoid mode cannot be excited.
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This mode is also significantly decoupled from the remaining longitudinal dynamics.

Including free parameters in the optimization that describe this non-excited, decou-

pled mode would result in over-parametrization. To address this issue, parameters

associated with the phugoid mode are fixed to their baseline values. This assumption

can introduce errors in the identified model in the form of a low frequency mismatch.

However, low frequency errors can easily be handled by feedback control and hence

are not of great concern.

Flight dynamics relevant for control applications can be identified with the proposed

approach using measurements from an IMU alone. This is a significant advantage

for low-cost systems with limited sensor equipment. Other approaches, such as the

state-space formulation of the equation-error method [39], require measurement of

every state of the aircraft model. This is not a feasible requirement for a low-cost

UAS. Frequency domain parametric identification also has some general advantages

over time domain identification. Flight dynamics relevant to control are dominant in

a particular frequency range. Identification in the frequency domain allows accurate

modeling to be emphasized in this frequency range.

The parametric identification is performed using CIFER R©, a frequency domain system

identification tool in the aerospace industry [38]. Originally developed for rotorcraft

identification, this tool has also been applied to fixed-wing aircraft [47, 53]. A non-

linear optimization is implemented for the parametric identification, emphasizing a

close model fit in portions of the frequency response with high coherence. Additional

known dynamics, such as actuator dynamics and system time delay, can be augmented

to the linear parametric models. These additional dynamics allow the optimization

to identify a model that closely matches the estimated frequency responses. Actuator

dynamics and system time delay are identified separately using a method described

in the next section.

3.5 Identification Results

The longitudinal and lateral/directional models are identified separately. The simple

structure of the short-period model is exploited first to identify the actuator dy-

namics and system time delay using the concept of Low-Order Equivalent Systems

(LOES). This approach which was originally developed in the 1970s to certify air-

craft handling qualities [54]. Parametric identification in CIFER R© is performed using
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the linear aircraft models presented in Section 3.1 to determine the longitudinal and

lateral/directional flight dynamics.

3.5.1 Longitudinal Dynamics

Figure 3.5 shows the estimated frequency responses and the final parametric identi-

fication results for the elevator input to the pitch rate and z-axis acceleration mea-

surements. The frequency response for the pitch rate is on the left, and for the z-axis

acceleration on the right. The baseline model is also shown for comparison, indicating

a significant deviation from the final results.

(a) Elevator input to pitch rate. (b) Elevator input to z-axis acceleration.

Figure 3.5: Longitudinal dynamics identification for elevator input.

The short-period mode has a known structure that can be fitted with a LOES [47].

Analysis based on LOES is performed first in order to identify the actuator dynamics

and system time delay. Once these additional dynamics have been determined, they

are appended to the short-period state-space model and fixed for the parametric

identification in CIFER R©. This approach is expected to introduce errors in the final

identification results. However, it is necessary in order to avoid having too many

free parameters that need to be identified. LOES modeling is based on using on a

transfer function plus a time delay to match an experimental frequency response.
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The transfer function for the elevator to pitch rate response, which represents the

short-period mode, is given by the following:

Psp(s) =
Ksp(s+ asp)

s2 + 2ξsp ωsps+ ω2
sp

(3.24)

This transfer function has relative degree one, hence its frequency response must

exhibit a first order roll-off. The corresponding estimated frequency response on the

left in Figure 3.5, however, exhibits a third order roll-off. This mismatch suggests

that the actuator dynamics should be modeled as a transfer function with relative

degree two.

Parameters in Equation 3.24 are tuned to fit the estimated frequency response up to

the bandwidth of the short-period mode. The resulting LOES short-period model has

a natural frequency ωsp = 17.3 rad/s, damping ratio ξsp = 0.65, gain Ksp = -107.4,

and zero asp = 14.5 rad/s. The actuator is identified as a second-order low-pass

filter with a 50.27 rad/s bandwidth. Together, the LOES short-period model and the

actuator dynamics provide a good fit of the magnitude curve. A 50 msec first-order

Pade approximation is included to model the system time delay, which provides a

good fit of the phase curve. Part of this delay is attributed to the 20 msec computer

computation time. The remaining time delay captures unmodeled and higher-order

dynamics, such as the nonlinear effect of actuator rate limits.

Parametric identification is used to fit the short-period state-space model (shown in

Equation 3.16) to the estimated frequency responses, given fixed actuator dynamics

and system time delay. The results are used to update the baseline model, which

completes the longitudinal axis identification process. Derivatives corresponding to

the phugoid mode are not updated since they are fixed to their baseline values. The

final identified model is shown by the frequency responses in Figure 3.5. The re-

sults indicate that the identified model successfully captures the longitudinal flight

dynamics, along with actuator dynamics and time delay. Based on the coherence

functions, the model is expected to be accurate from 1 rad/s up to 70 rad/s in the

angular rate channel, and up to 20 rad/s in the acceleration channel. Dynamics near

the bandwidth are most important for control applications, and the results indicate

that they are captured accurately by the identified model. Table 3.4 summarizes the

modal characteristics of the longitudinal dynamics.
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Table 3.4: Identified longitudinal dynamics.
Mode Frequency [rad/s] Damping Time Constant [s]
Phugoid 0.51 0.38 12.32
Short-Period 16.33 0.83 0.39
Actuator 50.27 0.80 0.13
Time Delay - - 0.05

Equation 3.25 provides the system matrices that represent the identified model shown

in Figure 3.5 and Table 3.4. Note that the stability and control derivatives correspond-

ing to the phugoid dynamics are maintained at their baseline values.

Alon =


−0.38 0.60 −0.36 −9.80

−0.98 −10.65 16.74 −0.21

0.18 −5.39 −16.55 0

0 0 1 0

 Blon =


−0.36

−3.621

−141.57

0

 (3.25)

The identified model deviates significantly from the baseline model, notable particu-

larly from the magnitude plots in Figure 3.5. Further, a standard oscillatory short-

period mode is identified and shown in Table 3.4. The poor accuracy of the baseline

model is attributed to the approximations made during its construction.

3.5.2 Lateral/Directional Dynamics

The lateral/directional dynamics are more complicated to identify than the longitudi-

nal dynamics. Although the spiral mode is very slow and cannot be excited given the

experimental constraints, it cannot be decoupled in the state-space model and fixed

to a baseline value. As a result, the lateral/directional model has a large number

of free parameters relative to the information captured by the estimated frequency

responses. Low gain in some cross-coupling relationships, such as in the rudder to

roll rate channel, complicate the problem further.

The lateral/directional actuator model is assumed to be the same as in the longitudi-

1Parametric identification found the cost function to be highly insensitive to the Zδelev control

derivative, indicating poor accuracy in the identified value of this parameter. The derivative was

fixed at the baseline value and the optimization reconverged for the remaining parameters. More

details in Section 3.6.
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nal dynamics. This assumption is valid because all control surfaces are actuated by

the same type of servo. The time delay, in general, captures unmodeled and higher-

order effects and hence could be different in the lateral/directional axes. However, it

is assumed that the time delay is the same throughout the aircraft to avoid introduc-

ing another unknown parameter. These assumptions simplify the lateral/directional

identification problem, for which over-parametrization is already a significant con-

cern. Figure 3.6 shows the identification results for the aileron and rudder control

surface inputs to the roll rate response. Figure 3.7 shows the yaw rate response, and

Figure 3.8 shows the y-axis acceleration response.

(a) Aileron input to roll rate. (b) Rudder input to roll rate.

Figure 3.6: Lateral/directional dynamics identification for roll rate output.

Figure 3.6 shows the identification results for the control surface inputs to the roll

rate response. Based on the coherence functions, the model is expected to be accurate

from around 1 rad/s to 40 rad/s for the aileron channel, and from around 1 rad/s to

8 rad/s for the rudder channel. The roll rate is expected to be identified accurately

throughout the bandwidth of the dynamics for both channels. Note that the aileron

dynamics roll off at -20 dB/dec, while the rudder dynamics roll off at -40 dB/dec. As

a result, gain in the rudder channel is attenuated more at higher frequencies. This

is confirmed by the coherence function dropping at a lower frequency in the rudder
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channel than in the aileron channel.

(a) Aileron input to yaw rate. (b) Rudder input to yaw rate.

Figure 3.7: Lateral/directional dynamics identification for yaw rate output.

Figure 3.7 shows the identification results for the control surface inputs to the yaw

rate response. Gain in the aileron to yaw rate channel is about 10 dB lower than

in the aileron to roll rate channel, which reduces quality in the estimated frequency

response due to lower SNR. The aileron to yaw rate channel is accurately modeled

from around 1 rad/s to 10 rad/s, which captures the bandwidth of the dynamics. The

rudder to yaw rate dynamics show a pair of complex-conjugate zeros near 1 rad/s.

The frequency response has low gain near this frequency, which makes the damping

of the zero dynamics challenging to identify. This effect is confirmed by the low

coherence function in the neighborhood of 1 rad/s in the rudder to yaw rate channel.

Overall, the rudder to yaw rate channel is accurately modeled from 2 rad/s to 70

rad/s, which captures the bandwidth of the dynamics.

Figure 3.8 shows the identification results for the control surface inputs to the y-

axis acceleration response. The coherence function in the aileron channel is only

sufficiently high from 1 rad/s to 4 rad/s, which is a narrower range than desired. The

bandwidth of this frequency response is not accurately identified due to a sharp drop
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(a) Aileron input to y-axis acceleration. (b) Rudder input to y-axis acceleration.

Figure 3.8: Lateral/directional dynamics identification for y-axis acceleration output.

in the gain. The rudder to y-component acceleration has higher gain than the aileron.

Hence, the coherence function is high and the model is accurately identified from 1

rad/s to 20 rad/s, which covers the relevant dynamic range.

Table 3.5 summarizes the modal characteristics of the identified lateral/directional

dynamics. The slow response associated with the spiral mode is impossible to ex-

cite given the prevailing experimental constraints. This is expected to lead to poor

identification of the spiral mode. Similar to the phugoid mode, however, this is not

a critical issue for control applications. Actuator dynamics and system time delay

for the lateral/directional model are assumed to be the same as for the longitudinal

model, which were given in Table 3.4.

Table 3.5: Identified lateral/directional dynamics.
Mode Frequency [rad/s] Damping Time Constant [s]
Spiral 0.02 - 314.16
Dutch Roll 4.96 0.33 1.27
Roll 12.53 - 0.50

The identified A′lat and B′lat matrices are presented in Equation 3.26. Unlike for the
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longitudinal case, the entire set of lateral/directional stability and control derivatives

are updated. The matrix Mlat is not updated since the mass properties are assumed

to be known.

A′lat =


−0.64 0.46 −18.21 9.50 0

−2.02 −12.47 4.05 0 0

1.30 0.86 −3.09 0 0

0 1 0.03 0 0

0 0 1 0 0

 B′lat =


−2.06 2.98

−139.10 6.52

17.22 −26.42

0 0

0 0

 (3.26)

The results in Figures 3.6 - 3.8 indicate that the identified lateral/directional model

is most accurate in the roll rate response due to both aileron and rudder inputs,

and for the yaw rate and y-component acceleration due to rudder input. Overall, the

identified model is significantly more accurate than the baseline model in all channels.

This first iteration of frequency domain system identification provides crucial insight

regarding the true aircraft dynamics of this Ultra Stick 25e. The findings also provide

guidelines for the design of additional flight experiments to be used in refining the

model.

3.6 Sensitivity and Residual Analysis

The system identification process is extended with a sensitivity and residual analysis

of the results. Techniques presented in Reference 38 are used to construct an uncer-

tainty model based on sensitivities to parameter variation. Residuals obtained from

the spectral analysis are used to generate an output disturbance model. Together,

the uncertainty and disturbance models complement the identified model and provide

additional insight into the reliability of the result.

3.6.1 Sensitivity to Parameter Variation

Uncertainty in the identified model is quantified using properties of the converged cost

function from the parametric identification process. This cost function depends on the

identified parameters and captures the model fit error in the frequency domain. Its

sensitivity to parameter variations, or combinations of parameter variations, is used

to model uncertainty. Cramér-Rao (CR) bounds represent this type of sensitivity in

the cost function, and hence are used as a basis for a parametric uncertainty model.
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CR bounds depend on the diagonal entries of the inverse Hessian matrix H−1, eval-

uated for the converged cost function. The Hessian matrix is estimated and CR

bounds are calculated as part of the identification process. A large CRi bound indi-

cates either low curvature in the cost function (high insensitivity) with respect to the

ith parameter, or that the ith parameter is correlated with another parameter [38].

Separately, CR bounds also represent a lower bound on the standard deviation σ of

the statistical scatter expected from running multiple experiments [37, 38]. This is

shown by the following relationship:

σi ≥ CRi =
√

(H−1)ii (3.27)

Experience has shown that a factor of 2 can be used to obtain an approximation of

the standard deviation, resulting in Equation 3.28 [38]:

σi ≈ 2CRi = 2
√

(H−1)ii (3.28)

A parametric uncertainty model is constructed based on CR bounds. The uncertainty

describes a family of identified models expected from running multiple experiments.

High CR bounds are attributed to several factors. For example, a parameter may

be physically insignificant with respect to the measured aircraft response. This kind

of parameter is difficult to identify and hence associated with a high CR bound.

Reduced coherence in the estimated frequency response can also lead to high CR

bounds. Due to weighting based on high coherence in the identification process, low

coherence can mask the effect of varying a parameter. Finally, correlation between

parameters indicates that they can vary together, making their individual values

difficult to determine. Relating parametric uncertainty to CR bounds is one way to

collect these identification problems and form a comprehensive uncertainty model.

The uncertainty model is constructed by letting the model parameters vary on an

interval centered at their nominal identified values. Each parameter is modeled as

a fixed interval uniform distribution. This type of model is useful since it can be

analyzed directly with existing robustness tools, such as µ-analysis. To provide a

conservative estimate of the uncertainty, the interval is selected to include 3 standard

deviations from the nominal value [43]. Figure 3.9 illustrates how uncertainty in all

the parameters manifests as a variation in the frequency response. The uncertainty
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model is randomly sampled to generate a family of frequency responses. In this

example, two families of frequency responses are shown. The aileron input to roll

rate channel is on the left, and the rudder input to yaw rate channel is on the right.

The nominal identified model is highlighted by the darker dashed curves.

(a) Aileron input to roll rate. (b) Rudder input to yaw rate.

Figure 3.9: Selected uncertain frequency responses.

Figure 3.9 is useful because it provides a visual representation of the expected vari-

ation in the frequency response due to parametric uncertainty. The aileron to roll

rate channel is accurately identified, as indicated by the high coherence function. Ac-

cordingly, low variation due to uncertainty is noted. The rudder to yaw rate model,

however, is poorly identified near 1 rad/s. This is due to low gain in the transfer

function. Uncertainty is high due to the low coherence, and significant variation is

noted in the frequency response. The uncertainty shows that the damping of a pair

of complex conjugate zeros in the transfer function is not accurately modeled. Due to

the low coherence, the optimization is unable to determine the damping, which leads

to high uncertainty in the identified parameters of that mode.

The effect of uncertainty must be considered in every relevant input-output channel.

Exhaustive analysis of each remaining channel in the aircraft model is left out in the

interest of brevity. However, visualizing the uncertainty is a straightforward process.
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The full set of CR bounds obtained from the identification process (including the

factor of 2) is given in Table 3.6. The bounds are given as percentage deviations from

the nominal identified values of their corresponding aerodynamic derivatives, which

were provided in the identified system matrices.

Table 3.6: Cramér-Rao bounds for the identified aircraft model.
Deriv. 2CR (%) Deriv. 2CR (%) Deriv. 2CR (%) Deriv. 2CR (%)
Zw 14.88 Yv 5.17 Lv 9.16 Nv 3.49
Zq 8.41 Yp 20.20 Lp 8.20 Np 16.30
Zδelev (129.4) Yr 0.74 Lr 16.82 Nr 6.58
Mw 20.69 Yδail 38.42 Lδail 7.25 Nδail 7.07
Mq 16.28 Yδrud 11.96 Lδrud 41.94 Nδrud 4.34
Mδelev 8.49

The CR bounds indicate that most parameters are identified accurately. Experience

has shown that identification results are reliable when most 2CRi < 20% [38]. The

rule of thumb is exceeded significantly by the Zδelev parameter. This derivative rep-

resents the elevator z-axis force, which has a limited effect on the response relative to

other forces and moments acting on the aircraft. The manifestation of the elevator

z-axis force on az and q is negligible, and hence Zδelev can vary greatly without having

a significant impact on the measured input-output dynamics (or the cost function).

Due to insensitivity in the cost function [38], noted by the 129.4% CR bound, the

identified value is nearly arbitrary. Therefore, Zδelev was fixed at the baseline value

and the optimization reconverged for the remaining parameters. The original CR

bound associated with Zδelev , however, was retained as uncertainty.

The Yδail and Lδrud derivatives represent cross-coupling relationships with low gain

for the Ultra Stick 25e, which elevates their CR bounds. Yδail represents the aileron

effectiveness in generating a y-axis force. Lδrud represents the rudder effectiveness in

generating a rolling moment. It is difficult to obtain measurements with sufficiently

high SNR and estimate accurate frequency responses for these relationships, primarily

due to their low gain. As a result, errors and variations in the model fit are not sig-

nificantly penalized in the parametric identification process, which results in elevated

CR bounds for Yδail and Lδrud .
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3.6.2 Residual Disturbance Modeling

The effect of disturbances acting on the aircraft is captured by residual spectra com-

puted for the output measurements. Residual spectra contain the portion of the

output measurement that cannot be accounted for by the inputs via linear transfer

functions. For this analysis, residual spectra are computed for the three angular rate

measurements. An output disturbance model is generated, which complements the

identified aircraft model.

The system diagram in Figure 3.4 shows the identification problem cast for a two-

input, single output system. In the ideal scenario, the system is linear and subject

to a white noise output disturbance v. Hence, the output disturbance is uncorrelated

with the inputs. The inputs and outputs are related via linear transfer functions,

and the coherence functions have values near 1. Therefore, in ideal conditions, the

residual spectrum for the output is white noise. The output residual spectrum is

computed with the following relationship [52]:

Sv,v(s) = [1− γ2
u,y(s)]Sy,y(s) (3.29)

In practice, these ideal conditions cannot be fully satisfied because the aircraft is not

a linear system and the output disturbance is not white noise. The effects of nonlinear

dynamics, wind gusts, turbulence, and correlated noise on the measured output are

compounded into the output residual spectrum. Hence, the inputs and outputs are no

longer perfectly related via linear transfer functions, as assumed by the ideal scenario

and in conjunction with Equation 3.29.

The residual spectrum of the output (computed with Equation 3.29) is used to infer a

disturbance model for the aircraft dynamics. The disturbance on the measured output

is modeled with a transfer function, denoted Dy(s). This transfer function is driven

by a unit amplitude white noise input signal v. The magnitude of the disturbance

model transfer function is given by the following equation:

|Dy(s)| =
√
|Sv,v(s)| (3.30)

Disturbance models are computed for the three angular rate measurements on Thor.

Spectra and coherence functions obtained from the frequency sweep experimental
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data are used in this analysis. Figure 3.10 shows a diagram that describes how the

output disturbance enters the system. Three estimated transfer functions (obtained

using Equation 3.22) relate the inputs to their primary angular rate responses. In the

longitudinal axis, the disturbance model Dq(s) is calculated for the elevator to pitch

rate channel. In the lateral/directional axes, disturbance model Dp(s) is calculated

for the aileron to roll rate channel, and disturbance model Dr(s) is calculated for the

rudder to yaw rate channel.

Pδrud→r(s)

Pδelev→q(s)

Pδail→p(s)

-
δrud

-
δelev

-
δail

-

-

- i

i

i

?

Dp(s)

?

vp

-
p

?

Dq(s)

?

vq

-
q
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Dr(s)

?

vr

-
r

Figure 3.10: System diagram for output disturbance modeling.

The computed disturbance models are presented in Figure 3.11. Coherence functions

are included below as a reference to indicate the predicted accuracy of the identified

model. The roll rate disturbance model Dp(jω) is shown on the left, the pitch rate

disturbance model Dq(jω) in the middle, and yaw rate disturbance model Dr(jω) on

the right. The results show that the output disturbance entering the system is not

white noise, as assumed in the ideal scenario. This discrepancy can be attributed to

the effects of nonlinear dynamics, wind gusts, turbulence, and correlated noise on the

measured output.

The expected output disturbance is the measurement noise introduced by the IMU

sensor. For each angular rate channel, noise with amplitude ± 2 deg/s is observed.

This type of noise corresponds to a disturbance model with flat magnitude near -

29 dB. However, the magnitudes of all three disturbance models in Figure 3.11 are

greater than -29 dB, indicating the presence of additional disturbances. Moreover, the
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Figure 3.11: Output disturbance models for angular rate measurements.

disturbance models are qualitatively similar in frequency domain characteristics to

their corresponding identified aircraft models. For example, the roll rate disturbance

model on the left in Figure 3.11 is similar to the aileron to roll rate identified model

on the left in Figure 3.6. The two models have similar bandwidth and roll-off charac-

teristics. The same finding holds for the pitch and yaw rate disturbance models. This

general observation suggests that input disturbances dominate the total disturbances

captured in the measured aircraft response.

Input disturbances propagate through the aircraft dynamics. Their effects manifest

directly on the residual output spectra, such as those shown in Figure 3.11. Each out-

put residual spectrum is “colored” with the aircraft dynamics, which means they have

similar frequency domain characteristics. The results in Figure 3.11 indicate that the

disturbance models are “colored” with the identified aircraft dynamics. Therefore,

disturbances acting on the input, such as wind gusts or turbulence, dominate the dis-

turbances acting directly on the output, such as sensor noise. This result is important

for understanding key performance limitations of small, low-cost unmanned aircraft.

In particular, it shows that although low-cost sensors, like the IMU on Thor, are sus-

ceptible to high levels of noise, the presence of noise is not significant in comparison

to the effect of wind gusts or turbulence experienced by the aircraft.
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Chapter 4

Model Validation

The predictive accuracy of an identified model must be determined and quantified

prior to the model being used for control design. Having precise knowledge of the

expected accuracy is particularly important in model-based design applications. As

noted with the F-35 program, relying on models that fail to identify design problems

can cause major time and cost disruptions. Hence, the task of model validation is a

critical component of the development process. In order to validate models efficiently,

aerospace engineers need a practical framework that is easy to use with flight data.

The underlying metric must provide a rigorous measure of the model quality in terms

of robustness requirements for closed-loop control. The ultimate goal is therefore

to develop a powerful model validation framework based on a metric that provides

rigorous connections between model accuracy and control requirements. This chapter

proposes a new metric that is similar to an existing and commonly used validation

metric, yet also provides this type of connection.

Existing model validation techniques can generally be categorized by two mathemati-

cal approaches. One approach relies on linear matrix inequality optimizations [55–59].

Under this framework, a perturbation that accounts for the output error between a

simulation and an experiment is identified. The result is said to not invalidate the

model if the perturbation belongs to an allowable set. This approach provides rig-

orous conclusions about model quality, but is also limited by computational power

and the types of model structures that can be analyzed. A more commonly used

approach relies on statistical analysis [39, 60, 61]. Under this framework, the output

error is analyzed directly based on raw statistics or a scaled signal norm. Conclusions
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about model quality are drawn from the relative size of these statistics or the norm.

Typically blind to model structure, this approach is more broadly applicable than

optimization-based methods. However, it also provides less rigorous results. The

most useful technique would combine analytic rigor with broad applicability in terms

of model structures.

This chapter proposes the gap metric [62,63] as a natural framework to validate air-

craft models based on flight data. The gap metric can be thought of as a modified

generalization of an existing and commonly used statistical validation metric: the

Theil Inequality Coefficient (TIC) [60]. Building on properties of TIC analysis, how-

ever, validation in the gap metric is more analytically rigorous when applied to linear

time-invariant (LTI) models. It is therefore ideally suited to support model-based

design of flight control algorithms, which typically relies on linearized models of the

aircraft dynamics. The approach is powerful in an engineering sense because it links

the validation metric to a controls-centric notion of what constitutes an accurate

model. It compares an identified aircraft model to flight data, via the gap metric,

in order to derive a set of robustness requirements for closed-loop control. As a re-

sult, aerospace engineers gain confidence earlier in the development process that their

control algorithms are safe to be implemented on the real aircraft.

4.1 Theoretical Background

The power of the gap metric as a tool for model validation stems from its roots in

mathematics and control theory. Although the primary objective of this work is to

build engineering perspective on the proposed framework, a brief description of the

theoretical background is necessary. Many of the technical details are omitted and

the reader is pointed to references for more information. However, certain key facts

of the framework are explained so that engineers have sufficient context to use it in

real model-based flight control applications.

Motivation for the proposed framework traces back to the TIC [60]. The TIC has been

successfully used to validate models for a wide range of aerospace systems, including

fixed-wing aircraft, helicopters, and missiles [40, 61, 64, 65]. Due to this experience,

aerospace engineers feel comfortable with the metric and understand how to apply

it to real flight data. One of the main goals of the framework is to propose a new

metric that is similar to the TIC, namely the gap metric. The gap metric, however,
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also provides a connection between model accuracy and robustness requirements.

For single-input single-output (SISO) systems, the TIC is defined as follows:

TIC(ŷ1, ŷ2) =

√
1
n

∑n
i=1(ŷ1i − ŷ2i)

2√
1
n

∑n
i=1(ŷ1i)

2 +
√

1
n

∑n
i=1(ŷ2i)

2
, (4.1)

where ŷ1 is a sampled simulation time history and ŷ2 is the corresponding output

measurement obtained in flight. For this discrete time formulation, n represents the

number of data points. Implicit in this definition is the assumption that the input

to the simulation and the input to the aircraft is the same. Equation 4.2 shows a

mathematically equivalent formulation of the TIC in continuous time for the output

signals y1 and y2:

TIC(y1, y2) =
|| y1 − y2 ||2

|| y1 ||2 + || y2 ||2
, (4.2)

where ||y||2 :=
√∫ +∞

−∞ y2 dt denotes a 2-norm.

Model validation using the TIC is very intuitive and easy to understand. The metric

ranges from zero to one, where lower values indicate a better model. A value of

zero corresponds to a perfect match, and a value of one indicates no correlation.

Both transient and steady-state deviations are captured by the numerator, which

computes a 2-norm on the output error. This norm measures the squared integral of

the error. Finally, the TIC is scaled in the denominator by the individual 2-norms of

the outputs being compared.

The TIC was originally proposed as a metric for economic forecasting [60]. In many

economic forecasting applications, the input is often poorly defined and, hence, only

output measurements are used for analysis. Accordingly, the TIC was not defined to

consider input signals. For the analysis of aerospace systems, however, the input is

an important quantity. Therefore, a reasonable extension of the TIC for application

to aerospace systems is given by the following:

TICsys(y1, y2, u) =

∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
[
u

y1

]
−

[
u

y2

] ∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
2∣∣∣∣∣

∣∣∣∣∣
[
u

y1

] ∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
2

+

∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
[
u

y2

] ∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
2

, (4.3)
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where u is the input signal applied to the simulation and to the real aircraft. Here,

considering the input has no effect on the numerator and only modifies the denomina-

tor scaling. However, this system adaptation of the TIC is useful because, as shown

later in this section, it is very similar to the gap metric.

A major shortcoming of the TIC, in any formulation, is the lack of rigorous connection

to what constitutes a good model. It is difficult to relate a numerical value of this

metric to a specific level of model accuracy. For example, there is no interpretation of

the TIC in terms of a stability margin requirement for control. Engineers only know

that, in general, lower TIC values indicate better models. One way to address this

shortcoming is to use a metric similar to Equation 4.3: the gap metric. As a result,

the validation framework gains analytic rigor through its connection between model

accuracy and closed-loop robustness requirements provided by the gap metric.

The gap metric was originally introduced as a mathematical way to compare two

systems [62, 63]. It differs from the TIC by allowing the inputs (e.g. simulation and

experimental inputs) to be different in the analysis. Consequently, deviations are

measured between input-output signal pairs. Allowing the inputs to differ is conve-

nient for model validation analysis. For example, consider the case where unmodeled

time delays cause a miss-alignment in the output signals. This type of data discrep-

ancy is commonly found in flight control applications. The resulting TIC would be

large, even though the primary dynamics are captured accurately by the model. In

practice, engineers address this issue in an ad-hoc way by time shifting the signals

manually. The gap metric allows the inputs to differ slightly in order to align the

outputs. The resulting gap would be small, which correctly indicates an accurate

model.

To formally define the gap metric, consider two SISO systems P1 and P2 with inputs

u1 and u2 and outputs y1 and y2. No special assumptions are required on the model

structures. The gap metric is defined as the maximum of two directed gaps ~δ(P1, P2)

and ~δ(P1, P2) [62, 63], where

~δ(P1, P2) = sup
||u1||2≤1

inf
u2

∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
[
u1

y1

]
−

[
u2

y2

] ∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
2∣∣∣∣∣

∣∣∣∣∣
[
u1

y1

] ∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
2

. (4.4)
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Accordingly, the gap metric is given by:

δ(P1, P2) = max { ~δ(P1, P2), ~δ(P2, P1) }. (4.5)

The constraint on the supremum in Equation 4.4 bounds the 2-norm of u1, which is

a standard condition for max-min optimizations. Similar to the TIC, the gap metric

ranges from zero to one and measures deviations based on 2-norms. Equation 4.4

shows that the system adaptation of the TIC is a nearly special case of the gap

metric, namely where u1 = u2 and with a different scale factor in the denominator.

Hence, the gap metric can be thought of as a modified generalization of the TIC.

The theory of the gap metric has been advanced by many authors [63, 66–78] and

the gap metric has been used to analyze both linear [71, 75–77] as well as nonlinear

and adaptive control systems [79, 80]. However, in general, it is difficult to compute

the gap metric using Equation 4.4, and moreover, stronger assumptions are needed

to enable model validation using flight data. Yet for P1 and P2 being restricted to

SISO LTI systems with transfer functions P1(s) and P2(s), an equivalent formulation

exists in the frequency domain [67, 71]. A modification to this frequency-domain

formulation, known as the ν-gap metric, enables more direct and efficient computation

[77]. Gap analysis in the frequency domain is particularly convenient because it aligns

with many system identification techniques for UASs [6, 39, 61] which are also in the

frequency domain. For early attempts to develop gap-based system identification

techniques, see [81–84]. A frequency-domain recasting of the gap metric is given next

in order to transition into the ν-gap which will be used in the sequel.

A brief introduction to normalized coprime factors follows to introduce the required

frequency-domain theory. Coprime factors are used in control theory to model uncer-

tainty and quantify stability and robustness properties of closed-loop systems [85,86].

Given a transfer function P1(s), define its numerator and denominator (coprime) poly-

nomials Ñ1(s) and D̃1(s) such that P1(s) = Ñ1(s)/D̃1(s). The normalized coprime

factorization of P1(s) is:

P1(s) = N1(s)/D1(s), (4.6)

where the so-called normalized coprime factors

N1(s) = Ñ1(s)/Z1(s) and D1(s) = D̃1(s)/Z1(s) (4.7)
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are stable proper transfer functions, instead of polynomials, and satisfy

N1(s)N1(s)∗ +D1(s)D1(s)∗ = 1. (4.8)

Here, N1(s)∗ := N1(−s)T denotes the complex-conjugate transpose of N1(s) (when

evaluated along the imaginary axis), and where T is the transpose operator. This

also requires Z1(s) to be stable and satisfy:

Ñ1(s) Ñ1(s)∗ + D̃1(s) D̃1(s)∗ = Z1(s)Z1(s)∗.

Normalized coprime factors are key to relating the time-domain gap metric to the

frequency domain. Equation 4.8 will simplify the gap metric later to enable use with

flight data.

The gap metric is expressed in the frequency domain as follows:

~δ(P1, P2) = inf
Q∈H∞

|| G1 −G2Q ||∞ , (4.9)

which amounts to minimizing the peak gain (i.e., the H∞-norm) of a transfer func-

tion representing mismatch between the two systems. Here, G1(s) = [D1(s);N1(s)]

and G2(s) = [D2(s);N2(s)] are the normalized coprime factors stacked into column

vectors. Q(s) is the decision variable and restricted to be a stable transfer function.

G1(s) and G2(s) have interpretations as “graph” operators representing the inputs

and outputs of P1(s) and P2(s), thus linking the time-domain gap metric to the fre-

quency domain. In fact, Q(s) establishes a correspondence between the inputs in

order to be consistent with the optimization in Equation 4.4. For more details on

graph operators, see [79, 87]. Although the optimization in Equation 4.9 is convex

and can therefore be solved efficiently, it cannot be used for model validation with

flight data in its current form. Note that Equation 4.9 requires coprime factorizations,

which are not directly available to engineers.

The ν-gap metric is a far reaching modification to the gap metric that connects

the analysis to frequency responses [75, 87]. This is key for applications to model

validation because frequency responses are easily obtained from flight data. Again,

the mathematical details on the modification are beyond the scope of this work [87].

Briefly, the ν-gap relaxes the optimization constraint in Equation 4.9 from Q(s) ∈ H∞
to allow Q(s) to be an unstable transfer function. However, a new technical condition
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is needed to counter an unintended side effect on the norm topology. This condition

requires that Q(s) has an equal number of unstable poles and zeros (referred to as a

“winding number condition”). Accordingly, define S as the set of all transfer functions

that satisfy this condition. If Q(s) is not in S, then the ν-gap metric defaults to its

worst-case value of one.

For conventional, fixed-wing, rigid-body aircraft, it can be assumed that the Q(s)

found by the converged optimization will be in S. The value of Q(s) is related

to the flight dynamics of the aircraft, which are easily controlled (i.e. there are

no “approximate” unstable pole-zero cancellations, which would affect the winding

number and have a detrimental effect on robustness [87]). Moreover, typical aircraft

models are reasonably representative of the true flight dynamics. It can therefore be

assumed that the ν-gap is less than its worst-case value of one, which implies that

Q(s) ∈ S. This is assumed in the sequel for numerically calculated values of the

metric. Formally, the ν-gap is expressed as:

δν(P1, P2) = inf
Q∈S

|| G1 −G2Q ||∞ , (4.10)

and there is no distinction between directed formulas.

To explain the connection of the ν-gap to frequency responses, let G∗2(s) be the

complex-conjugate transpose of G2(s). Recall that G2(s) contains normalized coprime

factors, and by Equation 4.8, G∗2(s)G2(s) = 1. Also let G̃2(s) = [−N2(s), D2(s)] for

which G̃2(s)G2(s) = 0. Premultiply the term G1−G2Q in Equation 4.10 by
[
G∗2; G̃2

]
,

which is a unitary matrix and therefore does not affect the magnitude of the norm:

δν(P1, P2) = inf
Q∈S

∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
[
G∗2G1 −G∗2G2Q

G̃2G1 − G̃2G2Q

] ∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
∞

, (4.11)

= inf
Q∈S

∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
[
G∗2G1 −Q
G̃2G1

] ∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
∞

. (4.12)

The value of δν(P1, P2) turns out to be
∣∣∣∣∣∣ G̃2G1

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∞

since, by assumption, G∗2G1 ∈ S
and therefore Q can be taken as Q = G∗2G1. Note that Q is eliminated from the

optimization and the solution is an H∞-norm. However, the expression still depends

on normalized coprime factors. Reference 87 shows (cf. 63,69) how the ν-gap metric
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can be expressed directly in terms of transfer functions P1 and P2:

δν(P1, P2) =
∣∣∣∣∣∣ (1 + P2P

∗
2 )−

1
2 (P2 − P1) (1 + P1P

∗
1 )−

1
2

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∞

(4.13)

The expression in Equation 4.13 is derived by expanding G̃2G1, manipulating terms,

and using the property defined in Equation 4.8:

G̃2G1 =
[
N2 −D2

] [D1

N1

]
= N2D1 −D2N1

= D2 (P2 − P1)D1

=

(
D2D

∗
2

D2D
∗
2 +N2N

∗
2

) 1
2

(P2 − P1)

(
D1D

∗
1

D1D
∗
1 +N1N

∗
1

) 1
2

= (1 + P2P
∗
2 )−

1
2 (P2 − P1) (1 + P1P

∗
1 )−

1
2

Computing the ν-gap metric in this way is very convenient from an engineering per-

spective. The formula depends only on the transfer functions P1(s) and P2(s). Hence,

this approach can be applied to flight data using frequency responses. Discretizing

over frequency and plugging in P1(jω) and P2(jω) into Equation 4.13, the ν-gap

metric corresponds to the peak magnitude of the norm over all frequency points.

4.2 A Framework for Model Validation

The ν-gap metric is useful in validating models because it links the validation metric

to classical measures of robustness [76, 77]. As a result, it provides more insight to

aerospace engineers than current validation metrics, such as the TIC, with regard

to the practical meaning of the computed value. At the same time, it retains a

similarity to the TIC via the gap metric and its time domain interpretation. For

model validation, the computed value of the ν-gap metric is related to an uncertainty

description that accounts for the difference between the identified aircraft model and

flight data. The resulting uncertain model is analyzed using robust control techniques

to derive stability margins for control. The relationship between the validation metric

and robustness requirements is a major advantage of the ν-gap metric. However,

certain assumptions are required on the structure of the uncertainty description.
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Consider P1(s) as the identified aircraft model and P2(s) as the true aircraft dynamics.

It is assumed that P2(s) ∈ P∆(s). The family of models described by P∆(s) is defined

as follows:

P∆(s) := { P1(s) (1 + δ1)/(1− δ2) }, (4.14)

where δ1 and δ2 are complex numbers representing the uncertainty. The values for δi

can depend on frequency and be thought of as weighting functions characterizing the

uncertainty. This is a type of uncertainty model commonly used in robust control

applications. If |δ1| ≤ ε < 1 and |δ2| ≤ ε, then the ν-gap between P1(s) and P2(s) is

bounded by δν(P1(s), P2(s)) < ε. Hence, the model validation metric is bounded by

the size of the uncertainty.

The model P∆(s), evaluated for all frequencies, forms a disk in the complex plane.

Thus, at each frequency, the perturbation required to generate P2(s) based on P1(s) is

contained in this disk. Therefore, stability margins can be guaranteed for a controller

operating on P2(s) that was originally designed based on P1(s). If the stability mar-

gins for the controller are sufficiently large and exceed the worst-case perturbation

due to the uncertainty in P∆(s), then the closed-loop control is guaranteed to stabi-

lize the real aircraft. This has profound implications on model-based flight control

design. Controllers designed for an aircraft model, regardless of its accuracy, can be

guaranteed to be stable in closed-loop when applied on the real system. As a result,

they can be safely implemented and flight tested earlier in the development program.

The relationship between the ν-gap and classical stability margins is given by the

following [76]:

Gain margin = 20 log10

1 + ε

1− ε
, (4.15)

Phase margin = 2 arcsin ε, (4.16)

Disk margin =
2 ε

1− ε2
. (4.17)

These margins interpret the validation metric as a robustness requirement for control.

For example, ε = 0.38 is equivalent to standard stability margins of 6 dB gain margin

and 45 degrees phase margin. If the validation result returns an ε value less than

0.38, then a controller with standard robustness margins is guaranteed to be stable

on the real aircraft.
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4.2.1 A Simple Example

Consider a simple example of the proposed model validation framework, where a

nominal aircraft model P1(s) is given by the following transfer function:

P1(s) =
18.75s+ 225

s2 + 9s+ 225
. (4.18)

This transfer function has a damping ratio of 0.3, a natural frequency of 15 rad/s, and

a stable zero at 12 rad/s. This P1(s) is representative of short-period longitudinal

dynamics of a small, fixed-wing aircraft. Assume now that the true system is a

perturbation of P1(s). Uncertainty and errors are expected in the system gain, natural

frequency, and damping ratio estimates. For simplicity and without loss of generality,

uncertainty in the location of the zero is neglected in this example. Let the true

aircraft dynamics be represented by:

P2(s) =
18.75s+ 225

s2 + 7.22s+ 246.5
. (4.19)

This transfer function has a damping ratio of 0.23 and natural frequency of 15.7 rad/s.

Note that real aircraft dynamics are not described by SISO LTI transfer functions.

Given exact knowledge of P1(s) and P2(s), the gap and the ν-gap metrics can be

computed directly. Both metrics have the same value of 0.09. It is often the case that

values of the gap and the ν-gap are identical. However, this computed value cannot be

used directly to infer stability margins. The perturbation between P1(s) and P2(s) is

not in the assumed coprime factor uncertainty structure required by P∆(s). Therefore,

the true aircraft dynamics embodied in P2(s) must be overbounded by a coprime

factor uncertainty model, for which an ε value of 0.14 is sufficient. This ensures the

true perturbations are smaller and covered by the coprime factor uncertainty disk

associated with P∆(s).

Figure 4.1 on the right shows the ε-disk as a solid circle in the complex plane. Multi-

plicative perturbations associated with the difference between P1(jω) and P2(jω), i.e.

P1(jω)/P2(jω), are shown for a set of discrete frequency points. The perturbations

at 0.1, 15, and 100 rad/s are highlighted. Note that all perturbations are covered by

the ε-disk. The low frequency perturbations are all near 0.91 on the real axis. The

two systems are equivalent at high frequency, resulting in perturbations near 1 on the

real axis. Bode plots of P1(jω) and P2(jω) are shown on the left.
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Figure 4.1: Comparison of the model P1(s) and the true aircraft dynamics P2(s).

Equations (4.15-4.17) have geometric interpretations using the ε-disk. The upper

gain margin is given by the marker on the real axis at 1.33, which corresponds to

+2.48 dB. Accordingly, the marker on the real axis at 0.75 corresponds to −2.48 dB

gain margin. The phase margin is equivalent to the angle of the line tangent to the

ε-disk that passes through the origin. The markers away from the real axis indicate

the tangent points. Here, the phase margin is 16.2 degrees. Although the results are

conservative due to the necessary overbounding, stability for the closed-loop system

is guaranteed by these robustness requirements.

Robustness requirements derived from the model validation analysis can be examined

further using Nichols and Nyquist diagrams. Figure 4.2 on the left shows the Nichols

diagram. Gain and phase variations associated with the ε-disk form an elliptical re-

gion in the Nichols plane. This ellipse is inscribed in a traditional Nichols exclusion

region marked by the dashed polygon. The Nichols exclusion region is a useful way

to visualize the relationship between the validation analysis and robustness require-

ments. The elliptical region shows combinations of gain and phase variations that

could exist on the real aircraft. Therefore, if a controller satisfies robustness require-

ments outside the Nichols exclusion region, then the closed-loop system will be stable.

Note that the worst-case perturbation near 15 rad/s is on the boundary of the ellipse

and inside the Nichols exclusion region.

A robust Nyquist diagram is shown on the right in Figure 4.2. In this case, the

uncertainty associated with the ε-disk forms a tube around P1(s) that contains P2(s).

The worst-case perturbation near 15 rad/s is accented with the circular markers. At
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Figure 4.2: Guaranteed robustness margins for control.

this frequency, the ε-disk exactly captures P2(s). Nyquist analysis caters directly

to robust control theory. It is important that the shaded region does not cross the

critical point at −1 on the real axis, as this would prohibit a stability guarantee for

the closed-loop system.

4.3 Flight Data Results

The proposed model validation framework is demonstrated for its intended applica-

tion: evaluating the accuracy of aircraft models with respect to experimental flight

data. A linear model based on constant aerodynamic coefficients was generated us-

ing frequency-domain system identification techniques in the previous chapter. The

accuracy of this model is verified using the proposed validation framework. In order

to be consistent with the previous example, consider P1(jω) as the linearized model

frequency response to be validated. Let P2(jω) represent the experimental flight data

in the form of a frequency response. The model P1(jω) and flight data P2(jω) are

shown as Bode plots in Figure 4.3. Coherence plots are included below to indicate

the quality and accuracy of the frequency responses.

The lightly shaded frequency responses represent the raw data from individual sinu-

soidal sweep experiments. In general, data obtained from a single experiment would

be sufficient to apply the proposed model validation framework. However, frequency

responses based on single experiments often exhibit significant random error. In Fig-
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Figure 4.3: Experimental frequency responses and linear model.
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ure 4.3, for example, the roll rate responses are noisy, particularly at high frequency.

Similarly, the yaw rate responses are noisy near the peak of the magnitude. Errors

like this contribute directly to more conservative robustness requirements in the val-

idation analysis. This is a direct consequence of higher levels of uncertainty required

to overbound the difference between P1(jω) and P2(jω).

The handling of frequency response errors is an engineering decision that depends

on the application. In this example, the individual frequency responses are averaged

to reduce the effect of random error. The darker solid line in Figure 4.3 shows this

result. Where the individual roll rate responses are noisy, the average is smooth. A

key feature of the proposed validation framework, however, is that it can be applied

regardless of data quality. This is particularly beneficial in cases where model accu-

racy is not crucial and controllers are designed with large stability margins. In these

cases, robust stability is guaranteed despite poor data quality. This can significantly

reduce the scope of a flight test campaign, which is critical in many UAS applications.

Figure 4.4 shows the model validation result for the primary input-output relation-

ships on the aircraft. The lightly shaded markers represent the raw data from indi-

vidual experiments. Recall that each marker corresponds to the difference between

P1(jω) and P2(jω) at a single frequency point. The markers are also related to the

lightly shaded frequency responses in Figure 4.3. The lightly shaded ε-disk indicates

the main validation result. It shows the amount of uncertainty necessary to account

for the perturbations associated with the raw data.

The darker markers in Figure 4.4 represent the averaged flight data. These markers

also correspond to the darker frequency responses in Figure 4.3. The darker ε-disk

indicates the necessary amount of uncertainty necessary to account for the perturba-

tions associated with the averaged data. Note that the darker ε-disk is significantly

smaller than its lighter counterpart. This confirms that averaging the flight data

yielded a less conservative uncertainty description. As a result, less stringent robust-

ness requirements have to be satisfied by the controller.

The ε-disks in Figure 4.4 indicate that the elevator to pitch rate model has the highest

quality, and that the rudder to yaw model has the lowest quality. In all three cases,

averaging the experimental data reduced the amount of uncertainty necessary to

account for the perturbations. Averaging also reduced the random error manifested

as scatter, which is indicative of a smoother experimental frequency response. This
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Figure 4.4: Perturbations and uncertainty disks.

is particularly noticeable in the roll and yaw rate responses, where the averaged data

is qualitatively less scattered and more continuous than the raw data. Table 4.1

provides a summary of the quantitative model validation results.

Table 4.1: Validation results for raw and averaged flight data.
Roll Rate Pitch Rate Yaw Rate

Raw Avg. Raw Avg. Raw Avg.

Model Quality Gap Metric ε 0.20 0.14 0.14 0.10 0.27 0.19

Controller
Requirements

Gain Margin [dB] 3.58 2.47 2.45 1.80 4.70 3.29
Phase Margin [deg] 23.43 16.21 16.10 11.82 30.73 21.29
Disk Margin 0.42 0.28 0.29 0.21 0.57 0.39

The results in Table 4.1 show how the model validation metric ε is related to robust-
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ness requirements for closed-loop control. Results are shown both for the raw and

the averaged data. In comparison to the others, the higher quality of the elevator to

pitch rate model is evident from the lower stability margins required for the control

system. For the averaged data case, as an example, only about 12 degrees of phase

margin are required for a controller to be stable. In the rudder to yaw rate model,

however, about 21 degrees of phase margin are required. Table 4.1 also shows that

a less conservative controller can be implemented if the averaged data is used in the

analysis. This assumption is typically valid in conventional aerospace applications be-

cause, in general, it only reduces the adverse effects of turbulence and sensor noise on

the flight data. Regardless of the data quality, however, robust stability requirements

are obtained from the validation analysis.

The final step in the validation process is to verify that the uncertainty model, which

was determined in the frequency domain, translates appropriately into the time do-

main. A Monte Carlo simulation is executed using input signals recorded from an

open-loop doublet flight maneuver. The uncertainty is sampled along the boundary of

the ε-disks and realized as all-pass transfer functions perturbing the nominal model.

For this simulation, ε-disks computed based on the averaged flight data are used. The

uncertainty sampling ensures that all possible perturbations in the flight dynamics

are represented in the Monte Carlo simulation. For the flight test, a pitch doublet

was executed first, followed by a roll doublet, and completed with a yaw doublet.

Figure 4.5 shows the time-domain verification results by comparing flight data to

the Monte Carlo simulations. The identified linear state-space model of the aircraft

dynamics was used in order to to account for the cross-coupling between the lateral

and the directional axes.

Control surface input signals are also included in Figure 4.5. These input signals are

measured in degrees, but scaled 5 times in the plot to match the system gain and

the order of magnitude of the outputs. The linear aircraft model is represented by

the thick dashed line. The flight data is shown by the thick solid line. A lightly

shaded tube shows the collection of 500 individual Monte Carlo simulations. This

tube corresponds to the family of responses described by the uncertainty model.

The time-domain simulation results provide complementary insights to the frequency-

domain analysis. The flight data matches the roll and pitch rate simulation results

closely. However, the validation results in Figure 4.4 and Table 4.1 predict the roll
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Figure 4.5: Time domain simulation of uncertainty model versus flight data.

model to be significantly less accurate than the pitch model. The discrepancy points

to poor quality in the roll rate frequency response, which is related to lowered coher-

ence at high frequency. In this case, although a good model was identified, the poor

quality of the frequency response led to overly conservative robustness requirements.

The pitch rate model represents the ideal case, where the frequency-domain analysis

correctly predicts a close match in the time-domain simulation. The yaw rate uncer-

tainty model successfully accounts for the significant deviation noted with respect to

the flight data. In this case, a relatively poor model was identified due to fitting error

on a high quality frequency response.
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Chapter 5

Baseline Control Design

A simple baseline controller is designed as a benchmark for the UAS test platform.

This controller was designed and validated through simulation and flight tests. It

serves as the standard for any research experiment that requires closed-loop control.

The design is two-tiered: an inner-loop attitude controller and an outer-loop flight

management system. The inner-loop controller tracks desired pitch and roll angles of

the aircraft while damping out oscillations present in the open-loop dynamics. The

outer-loop controller maintains desired altitude, airspeed, and heading direction.

5.1 Inner-Loop Controller

The inner-loop attitude controller tracks desired pitch and roll angles while damping

oscillations in the open-loop dynamics. The desired rise times are 1 second, with

overshoot less than 5%. Standard robustness of ±6 dB gain and ±45 degrees phase

margin are satisfied. This is sufficient to comply with robustness requirements ob-

tained from the model validation ananlysis. For the control design, the nonlinear

simulation model is trimmed for level flight at 19 m/s and linearized. The linear

dynamics are decoupled into longitudinal and lateral/directional sub-systems, and

inner-loop controllers are designed separately.

The longitudinal controller is shown in Figure 5.1, where AClon is the linearized air-

craft model. The inputs to the model are throttle setting (δthr) and elevator deflection

(δele). The outputs used in feedback are pitch angle (θ) and pitch rate (q). A propor-

tional gain pitch rate damper (Kq) is applied to increase damping. The pitch angle
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tracking controller (Kθ) uses proportional-integral gain. Integrator anti-windup logic

(A/W) is implemented to handle actuator saturation. The inputs to the closed-loop

system are pitch angle reference (θref ) and δthr. The throttle not controlled.

AClon

-

δthr

Kq

q

�

6

e -Kθ

θ

6

e- -
θref- δele

�A/W

?

Figure 5.1: Longitudinal dynamics control architecture.

The lateral/directional controller is shown in Figure 5.2, where AClat/dir is the lin-

earized aircraft model. The inputs to the model are aileron (δail) and rudder (δrud)

deflections. The outputs used in feedback are roll angle (φ), roll rate (p), and yaw

rate (r). A proportional gain roll rate damper (Kp) is applied to reject disturbances

in turbulent conditions. A proportional gain yaw damper (Kr) is implemented to

increase damping in the Dutch roll mode. A washout filter is also required to avoid

an adverse yaw effect during turns. The roll angle tracking controller (Kφ) uses

proportional-integral gain and A/W logic handles actuator saturation. The resulting

input to the closed-loop system is roll angle reference (φref ).

AClat/dir

Kr

δrud-

�

r

Kp
�

6
p

δaile --Kφ
-e-φref

6

φ
A/W

?

�

Figure 5.2: Lateral/directional dynamics control architecture.
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Performance of the combined inner-loop controller was validated using simulation and

flight tests. The test scenario was a step reference pattern of different amplitudes and

lengths. Pitch axis commands were applied independently from roll axis commands.

This type of pattern was used to excite the closed-loop dynamics over a broad fre-

quency range. Simulation and flight tests validated that the controller, which was

designed using a linear model, performed as expected in the simulation and in flight.

Figure 5.3 shows the combined flight test and SIL simulation results for Thor.
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(a) Pitch angle tracking pattern
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(b) Roll angle tracking pattern

Figure 5.3: Inner-loop control flight test vs. SIL simulation.

The flight test results confirm that the inner-loop attitude tracking controller objec-

tives are satisfied. The rise times for the pitch and roll axes are around 1 second.

There is 5% overshoot in the pitch response, and no overshoot in the roll response.

Strong agreement between the flight data and the simulation result affirms the accu-

racy of the aircraft model and the reliability of the controller.
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5.2 Outer-Loop Controller

The outer-loop controller is a flight management system that tracks altitude, airspeed,

and ground track angle. Its characteristics include no overshoot on the ground track

angle, and maintaining altitude and airspeed within ±5 m and ±2 m/s, respectively.

The architecture is shown in Figure 5.4.

Inner-loop
Control
System

?e- KV
-δthr V-

VrefVelocity

Command

6

e- Kh
-

θref

h

-
hrefAltitude

Command

6

e��- Kψg
-φref

ψg

-
ψgrefGuidance

Logic

Figure 5.4: Aircraft outer-loop control architecture.

The inputs to the inner-loop control system are throttle setting (δthr), pitch angle

reference (θref ), and roll angle reference (φref ). The outputs utilized for outer-loop

control are indicated airspeed (V ), altitude (h), and ground track angle (ψg). The

ground track angle is defined as ψg = arctan(ve/vn), where ve and vn are the east and

north velocities estimated by the navigation filter.

The three guidance blocks on the left provide the flight management system with

commands Vref , href , and ψgref . The altitude controller (Kh) produces a pitch angle

reference command, and the airspeed controller (KV ) produces a throttle command.

Although non-ideal for engine-out scenarios [11], this architecture was selected for

simplicity. Both Kh and KV use proportional-integral control and implement inte-

grator A/W logic (not shown in Figure 5.4) in order to safely limit the commands

provided to the inner-loop control system. The throttle command is constrained be-

tween 0 and 1, and the pitch angle reference is constrained to ±20◦. The ground track

angle controller (Kψg) uses proportional gain, and, hence, the roll angle reference φref

can be constrained directly at ±45◦. This limiting is required to prevent the aircraft

from rolling over due to large ground track angle step commands.

A flight test was conducted with Thor to verify the performance of the flight man-
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agement system. The test consisted of a series of 90 degree ground track angle step

commands. In the absence of wind, this should result in a square pattern. In the

presence of wind, the airplane flies a rectangular pattern that drifts in the direction

of the wind. Figure 5.5 shows a comparison between flight data and SIL simulation

of the ground track angle, airspeed, and altitude signals throughout the maneuver.
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Figure 5.5: Validation of outer-loop flight management system.

The simulation and flight test results confirm that the outer-loop flight management

system objectives are satisfied. The ground track angle is followed by the aircraft,

while altitude is held within ±5 m, and airspeed within ±1.5 m/s. Figure 5.6 shows

a visualization of the aircraft trajectory across a satellite image of the airfield.

The rectangular trajectory begins at the origin in Figure 5.6. Using the flight data,
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Figure 5.6: Satellite view of flight management system validation results.

an estimate of wind direction and speed is obtained by examining the drift. The

estimated wind components are applied in the nonlinear simulation, which shows

strong agreement with the flight test.

5.3 Waypoint Guidance

A GPS waypoint guidance algorithm was implemented and flight tested. The guid-

ance logic was originally developed by researchers at the Budapest University of Tech-

nology and Economics in Hungary [88, 89] and later ported to the UMN UAS test

platform. After completing modifications required for integration, a set of demon-

stration flight tests were carried out using Thor to validate the performance of the

algorithm.

The waypoint guidance logic ensures the reachability of a GPS waypoint by operating

in two modes that account for the closed-loop aircraft dynamics. Mode 1 is used when

the target GPS waypoint is within the line-of-sight of the aircraft. Line-of-sight is

a tuning parameter in the guidance logic, which in this case was defined as ±20o

relative to the nose of the vehicle. While operating in Mode 1, the baseline flight
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control system is commanded to follow a ground track vector pointed directly at the

target GPS waypoint.

Mode 2 is used when the target GPS waypoint is outside the line-of-sight of the

aircraft. The worst-case scenario occurs when the next waypoint is near and also

behind the aircraft. Mode 2 logic checks for this scenario first. If the waypoint is

not reachable with respect to the closed-loop turning radius of the aircraft (about 40

m for the Ultra Stick 25e), the aircraft continues in forward flight until reachability

is achieved. When the waypoint becomes reachable, Mode 2 logic commands the

aircraft to turn. As soon as the waypoint enters the line-of-sight of the aircraft, Mode

2 is terminated and the logic switches to Mode 1. A waypoint is considered to be

captured when the aircraft flies within a 20 m safety zone of the target.

Figure 5.7 shows the flight test result from a 4 GPS waypoint pattern, arranged in a

counter-clockwise direction at the corners of a 100x100 m square. The 20 m safety

zones around each waypoint are also shown. The guidance algorithm is initiated at the

origin on the map (lower left waypoint), with the aircraft pointing due east. Hence,

the initial trajectory towards the lower right waypoint differs from the steady-state

trajectory. The flight test result shown represents 4 loops around the pattern.
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Figure 5.7: GPS waypoint guidance flight test result.
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The flight trajectory in Figure 5.7 is distorted by the steady winds that prevailed

during the test. Without the presence of wind, the flight trajectory would have been

symmetric about the center of the pattern. The flight test results suggest that a 100

m distance between GPS waypoints is near the limit of how aggressively the baseline

flight controller can perform.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

It is important for the aerospace community to continue developing flexible and effi-

cient platforms that support testing and validation of new flight control algorithms.

The University of Minnesota operates such a platform with advanced research capabil-

ities in the areas of control, guidance, navigation, and fault detection. Collaborating

with researchers, using open-source software, and flight testing with these platforms

expedites the development and application of new theory that could one day revolu-

tionize aerospace technology.

This thesis has provided an overview of the test platform developed at the Univer-

sity of Minnesota. The primary purpose of this work is to facilitate the expansion

and creation of new test platforms dedicated to model-based flight research. These

platforms are key to studying and maturing model-based approaches to flight control

design and certification. In turn, model-based design and certification techniques are

set to play a crucial role in the integration of unmanned aircraft systems into the

civilian airspace.

As a technical contribution, an efficient and practical approach to system identifica-

tion and model validation was developed to support model-based flight control design.

The system identification work examined some of the challenges faced by low-cost un-

manned aircraft. Effects due to quantity and quality restrictions on sensing equipment

were described, particularly on the ability to obtain an accurate model of the aircraft

dynamics. The model validation work proposed a new metric for comparing models

to flight data. This metric is very useful because it provides a connection between
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model accuracy and robustness requirements for closed-loop control.

Overall, the proposed approach makes a step towards an overall more rigorous han-

dling of model-based design for unmanned aircraft systems. Researchers in the

aerospace community must continue building upon and extending this work. Un-

manned aircraft technology will mature alongside techniques and requirements for

model-based design, and it is critical for the community to support a seamless inte-

gration.

The main future direction of this research is to develop an integrated set of tools for

model-based design and certification. Currently, the fusing of various tasks in the

development process are only partially linked. With tighter integration, the approach

to model-based design and certification can be improved. The integrated tools can

then be used by aerospace engineers to efficiently guide new aircraft through the

modeling, validation, and control design process.
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